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FOREWARD
They say when one is happy and busy one does not notice the passing of time, and how true that has been for life at Dominican
Convent School this year. It has been a challenge to attempt to capture and condense the many and varied facets of the Dominican year
into one magazine. Thank you to everyone who contributed toward this magazine in some way. We would also like to thank Flow
Communications for the production of yet another DCS magazine. Enjoy!
THE EDITORIAL TEAM

DEDICATION
During the time that I worked with
Mike Thiel, I experienced him as a real
educator, as his passion for teaching and
children was evident. When we first met it
was soon very clear to me that we shared
an educational philosophy. Mike also
believed that all children had enormous
potential to do well, that they did not
arrive at Dominican as perfect human
beings and that we were not expected
to turn them into perfect human beings.
It was our job to provide them with
every opportunity to do well and to
encourage them to have high
expectations of themselves.
Mike has the ability to see things very
differently and his solutions to some of
my problems amazed me. I learnt to rely
on Mike’s ability to think outside the
perceived boundaries, as it came with a

freedom to find solutions that resonated
with my desire to solve problems. I felt
very comfortable in an environment
where there were so many opportunities
to grow. Mike gave me the autonomy to
set a path for the High School based on the
Catholic ethos, but also on what the best
education for the children would be. His
high expectations motivated me to make
sure that we do not settle for mediocrity
and that we never use limited resources
or the location of the school as excuses for
not doing our best.
Mike quietly and patiently worked away
at issues regarding the school, and his
tenacity paid off. He retained his good
sense of humour, despite some daunting
challenges, and I admired the focused
attention he would give any child
regardless of how busy he was. Mike

understood the Dominican child; he
appreciated their quirky, very social nature
and encouraged them to be confident to
speak their minds and dream big dreams.
He recognised the indomitable spirit of the
Dominican child and demanded of each of
them to rise above their circumstances.
Mike is a committed family man and an
exceptional father. He adopted Dominican
as his family, devoting his time and
energy to the advancement of the school
and continuing the Dominican Sisters’
vision for the children under his care. His
belief in and dedication to education in
South Africa left a lasting impression on
me and I believe Mike will have the same
positive impact on any school community,
regardless of where it is.
MARINA BURGER
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FROM THE HEADMASTER

Realising our potential

In last year’s magazine Mike Thiel wrote
about the one constant in life being change.
Both he and Marina Burger were about to
leave Dominican Convent after many years
of service, so it was appropriate for him to
reflect not only on his stewardship at the
school, but also on what defines change and
how it should be embraced.
It is very easy and, of course, most
comfortable not to change. Change is
difficult and creates unease, simply because
it means something different, something
new, something that is not known. This can
cause a degree of fear because dealing with
the unknown makes most people anxious.
I have taught students over many years that
as individuals we should be in a state of
constant change. By this I mean that
we should always be challenging ourselves
by trying to reinvent ourselves as often
as possible.
If we continue to produce the same amount
of effort each year and do exactly as we’ve
always done we are in fact going backwards.
Each year should see us reinventing
ourselves, challenging what we do and
ensuring that no one year is the same as the
previous one. After all, as we mature we
develop the ability to do more and to take
on greater responsibility.
Despite being very happy at my previous
school, it was time for me to look for a
headship at a new school. After 12 years of
service I knew that the time was right to
initiate a move.
However, it is important to realise
that change entails a great amount of
introspection and deliberation. It is
wrong, I believe, to change simply because
one feels called to do so. As a headmaster
I believe in a very particular educational
philosophy and when I was looking to move
schools this was at the forefront of
my thinking.

I am driven by a deep desire and need
to make a material difference in South
Africa and to try and reach, through my
teaching, as many children as possible.
When researching the mission and vision
of Dominican Convent School, I was struck
by the school’s aim to provide an education
that is accessible to as many students as
possible, irrespective of their background.
Dominican Convent continuously forges
a different path for education by creating
a structure which, through its autonomy
and independence, can strive for the highest
standards while educating children from
a very diverse group that is reflective and
representative of the country’s population.
In creating this unique structure Dominican
Convent allows for the entrenchment of a
new educational model. I wanted to be part
of such a model and when I was fortunate
enough to be offered the position I did not
need a second invitation.
Having joined the school in term two I have
started to understand its particular business
model and how it operates. Dominican
Convent is a fairly complex institution,
as it is always in need of financial support
while it continues to carry out its mission of
educating a broad and diverse range
of students.

Yet, herein lies its strength as each and
every day a myriad of students receive a
quality education. This has always been
my rationale for teaching and so
Dominican Convent affords me the
opportunity to continue that about which
I am so passionate.
Today, more so than ever before, schools
need to equip students to take their place in
wider society – a society that is not
only diverse but extremely complex,
demanding greater and greater social
and inter-relational skills. A Dominican
Convent education goes a long way in
equipping students to face this challenge
with confidence.
A clearly defined moral code, the ability to
interact with all people in our society, and a
spiritual reality steeped in a solid Christian
foundation are as important as the academic
and extracurricular programme and all that
it offers.
Schools must produce balanced individuals
who have the ability to contribute to nationbuilding. If this is not forthcoming, the
potential that this country’s children possess
will never be realised and this cannot be
allowed to happen.

Graham Howarth
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FROM THE DEPUTY HEAD OF THE HIGH SCHOOL (ACADEMIC AFFAIRS)

Educating for the future

Young learners today are faced with a world full of extreme
inequalities, poverty, materialism and doubt.

At Dominican we strive to provide a kaleidoscope of opportunities
to help all learners achieve their best.

Schools need to have educators who are not only providing
knowledge, but also facilitating skills that equip young learners to
survive in today’s world and ensure that they will be ready to serve
their community with integrity and purpose.

With the introduction of iPads this year, learners have been able
to enrich their knowledge and keep up to date with the latest
developments in their different subject matters. In 2015 we aim to
continue with the same policy, allowing learners the choice of using
e-books or hardcopy textbooks

In a traditional school, certainties such as laws, theories and rules
are taught, however, in today’s world many of these very standards
have become fraught with uncertainties. Therefore we now need
to prepare learners to deal with an evolving world that is at times
frightening, and always changing.
Different scenarios and probabilities need to be elaborated in
teaching and learning. It is every educator’s duty to guarantee that
learners develop strategies for alternative and optimistic thinking,
that they are able to build strong moral foundations among the
uncertainties of their lives, and are well prepared to deal with doubt,
frustration and unhappiness. We need to ensure that our learners
make the correct choices and find creative solutions for most of, if
not all, the problems that beset them both now and in the future.
Learners need to be skilled for life. Tertiary education is essential
to enable them to achieve the career of their choice. They also have
to develop positive socialisation skills and a caring attitude for the
environment. Lifelong education will strengthen their resolve to
have and to live by Christian values, always showing respect for
others and for themselves.
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This year also saw the introduction of the Trans-year programme,
which is aimed at improving the literacy and numeracy skills of
our Grade 8 and 9 learners. The programme has enabled targeted
intervention, bringing about huge improvements in these
learning areas.
Next year we will be introducing a programme called Thinking-skill
techniques to enable learners to become better critical thinkers.
We endeavour to provide continued staff development to ensure
that the pedagogy practiced at Dominican is current and purposeful,
guaranteeing the best results possible for each individual learner
and educator.
Our academic results have been improving year by year with more
learners in the FET phase achieving bachelor’s degree passes.
Our aim is that all learners completing their matric at Dominican
Convent School will be able to enter tertiary studies.

Franc Sobreira

FROM THE DEPUTY HEAD OF THE HIGH SCHOOL (STUDENT AFFAIRS)

Strengthening our values

Student affairs sounds like a simple concept, but has proven
this year to be a diverse and varied part of life at school. That is
exactly why it is a privilege to oversee this important part of our
Dominican community. It has struck me numerous times that
the Dominican student body consists of many personalities,
personal beliefs and attitudes, but that everyone has a mature
ability to embrace these differences and establish strong
friendships and camaraderie.
No student affairs portfolio can be successful with a one-sided
approach. Communication between educators and pupils is
paramount to establishing a solid department. I can certainly
vouch that Dominican Convent students have a strongly developed
set of communication skills and will, often of their own volition,
present their solutions to a challenge. I applaud all of you for being
unafraid to voice an opinion in a respectful way and to live out
your personal beliefs on a daily basis.

prefect election system, implemented restorative justice, changed
the bell times to streamline the day, and are busy improving other
processes. Currently we are working on strengthening the grade
coordinator system as well as the student representative council.
These changes are all geared towards strengthening student affairs
and building positive relationships between all involved.
Trust is another key element of any successful student affairs
department. As a community we must constantly work towards
pupils trusting educators to assist them with any issue, and
educators trusting pupils to make the correct choices on a
daily basis.
It is a true joy to head up student affairs and I look forward to
many years of working alongside students and educators to
constantly expand this portfolio.

Petrus du Toit

Every department within the school should always move forward
and be innovative. Within student affairs we have changed the
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FROM THE DEPUTY HEAD OF THE HIGH SCHOOL (SPORTS AND CULTURE)

Growing in mind and heart

Mens sana in corpore sano − a healthy mind in a healthy body. This
well-known phrase reflects Dominican’s extracurricular policy. I
believe Dominican learners live up to these words and that every
one of you had set goals for yourself in 2014 and for 2015 as well. It
is always such a fulfilling feeling when you reach your goals in life,
whether it’s in cultural, sport or academic activities. It is even truer
when an individual realises that the road to success has been one of
hard work, dedication, commitment and perseverance.
I want each of us to take a moment to reflect on our own gifts and
talents, and acknowledge the wealth of potential that lies within us
and the school as a whole.
Albert Einstein said that we only use 10% of our potential – just
imagine what we could mean to each other and to the school if we
could double this. Achieving success is not only about giftedness,
but also about one’s attitude towards the task on hand. A
positive attitude comes from a value system based on integrity.
To sustain these values requires patience and energy. The
awareness that these two qualities are in all of us fills me with
hope and confidence for the future of our school.
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As I reflect back on 2014, it is with thoughts of pride, fulfilment
and of extreme gratitude that I have to congratulate every single
member of the Dominican family for all goals reached. This has
been another successful year in the extracurricular department.
From every plant the environmental team planted, the scholar
patrol making sure we are safe every Thursday morning
when going to Mass, and the blankets and old clothes given to
orphanages, to every brilliant choir, marimba, drumming and
dancing performance and every sport match that were played – the
joy in winning a match and the tears when losing a match – all
these moments have been unforgettable.
A big thank you to every learner, captain, co-ordinator and teacher
of our Dominican family for a successful 2014. I am so proud of
each and every one of you. Without a doubt I believe that we will
reach our goals set for 2015.
Citius, altius, fortius! (faster, higher, stronger – the Olympic motto)

Michelle Roy

FROM THE HEAD OF THE PRIMARY SCHOOL

Educating for change

Last year in this magazine we wished our beloved Madiba a happy
95th birthday. South Africans were utterly heartbroken when we
had to bid him farewell as he left this world in December 2013.
However, hard as it was to lose him, we will always benefit from
and remember the countless lessons that he taught us.
Education was something that was very close to Madiba’s heart.
He used his 27 years in prison constructively and ensured that he
made the most of every opportunity to further his education. His
legacy to us is the knowledge that we should use our opportunities
and try to improve our world through education. As he once said:
“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to
change the world.”
2014 presented us with wonderful occasions to teach our children
valuable life lessons. The general election enabled us to teach them
about democracy. We are so fortunate to be living in a country in
which every voice has a right to be heard and every person has the
chance to cast his or her vote. From this our children have learnt
that they have rights. However, with those rights, come great
responsibilities. It is for us to remember that every one of us is a
member of a greater society and we need to acknowledge the needs
of those around us.
In this regard I am so proud of our learners at Dominican Convent
School. We have run numerous outreach projects this year. We
raised a substantial amount of money for CHOC, the organisation
that cares for children suffering from cancer, we collected
countless bags of clothing to donate for Mandela Day, and we
remembered our four-legged friends and supported the SPCA.
Our children were all very enthusiastic about these projects. It
has taught them to think of others and be aware of the suffering
of other people. This is so much more important than the formal
lessons taught in the classroom and ultimately makes them decent
members of society.
There were also many lessons to be learnt from the FIFA World
Cup, which took place in Brazil earlier this year. In that heartstopping final, in those last moments before Germany scored the
winning goal, we all sat on the edge of our seats with bated breath.
All of us can't be winners. Many of our children supported teams
that did not carry home the trophy. This taught them that you
do not need a trophy to be a winner. They watched their heroes
giving it their all on the field, throwing themselves wholeheartedly
into the game and doing the very best they could do. They saw
how these players dealt with the disappointment of not being the
ultimate winner of the cup. In life the reality is that sometimes we
win and sometimes we lose. This is a lesson that cannot always be
taught in the classroom.

I would like to share with you the wonderful lesson contained in
the words of Denis Waitley, American author and motivational
speaker: “The winner’s edge is not in a gifted birth, a high IQ or in
talent. The winner’s edge is all in the attitude, not aptitude.”

Dalene Rostovsky
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FROM THE HEAD BOYS

Inspiring others to dream

As a school we are evolving and experiencing constant change.
We face different challenges all the time, especially when it comes
to leadership. Leadership is the ability to better the lives of other
people and allowing them to move from strength to strength. The
opportunity given to us as a prefect body to lead such a large and
diverse group of students has made us realise that to be a leader
one needs to be authentic, courageous and, above all, patient.
Enforcing rules and ensuring that discipline is kept intact are only
a small part of our job as prefects. Our main aim was to set an
example and encourage the Dominicans to be the best that they
can possibly be, and to be respectful and willing members of
this community.
As leaders we wanted to leave a mark on our fellow students
and give them something to remember. As a team we aimed to
inspire and raise the bar higher than our predecessors, our way of
contributing to the improvement and growth of all at Dominican.
As the saying “Rome wasn’t built in a day” suggests, it has been a
lengthy process.
To the 2014/2015 leaders, you will experience many changes and
to survive as a unit, you need to be able to adapt to change, and be
part of it. Being a leader is more than just having a badge, it’s being
an example to everyone else.
Great leaders are those who inspire others to dream more, do
more and become more; those who know the way, go the way and
show the way.

Sabelo Thusi
HEAD BOY
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Each year Dominican has managed to produce unique leaders who
pioneer innovative ideas. Achieving success without faith is not
feasible however, so we should express our gratitude to God.
The synergy among the prefects is one of the reasons I enjoyed
working with them as we journeyed through our matric year.
We developed a genuine camaraderie, endured difficulties with
great fortitude and challenged each other to perform at our
best. To produce great results as a unit, each person maturely
acknowledged his or her character flaws and we integrated our
strengths in such a way that wherever someone lacked, there was
someone else to help that person. The prefects were exemplary
in their conduct during their year of service to Dominican and
deserve a commendation.
The year of 2014 promised to be a great one for me – and it has
delivered. Both my parents have played an immense role in
raising the young man that you see today. Earning the title of a
Dominican and Stowe Scholar concurrently was a blessing. My
matric dance was a rite of passage that led to adulthood. I did not
turn out exactly as my parents foresaw, yet I am glad that I have
managed to make them proud in my own way.
After a few months of service as deputy head boy, I began to notice
the subliminal aspects of being in possession of the badge. I soon
realised that upholding what Dominican Convent stands for is
more important than having a title – something that 2014’s prefects
certainly managed to do.

Thabo Nkwana
DEPUTY HEAD BOY

FROM THE HEAD GIRLS

Serving with love

Leadership to me is the ability to serve, spread love to the people you
are serving, and to be happy whilst doing it.
“Every 60 seconds is a minute of time you will never get back.” This
quote was alive in me throughout my high school career, which I
spent building relationships with fellow Dominicans, allowing them
to groom me for my service to them.
I would like to acknowledge Ms Marina Burger who taught me all
about strength. Strength is essential for leadership. When you are
a leader, you are a friend, a mentor and teacher and, most of all, an
inspiration. You need to be strong when everybody has lost hope and
needs guidance, and I would like to thank Dominican for helping me
to find this inner strength that I never knew existed in me.
As I prepare to leave DCS, I will forever carry with me the smiles,
the laughs and the lessons I’ve learnt here. I will do my best to
display the Dominican ethos and values as I go along in life.
My journey through Dominican has been exquisite and I would like
to leave my Dominican family with this: "The Kingdom of God is
within man – not one man nor a group of men, but in all men! In
you!" Believe in yourself and never lack the courage to go on and
make yourself proud. You have the power to make this life beautiful.
You have the power to make this life happy. Be the best leader you
can be.
I would like to thank you for giving me the opportunity to lead you.
May the future for you be bliss and prosperous, and may you never
forget how much I love and cherish you and DCS.

Immaculate Lembede

There's no place like home, and over the past six years Dominican
has become home. Dominican possesses a spirit that can't be found
in any other place and that's what makes home special. We love
and care for one another and express these feelings in different
ways. I've learnt so much about myself and I wouldn't change any
of the experiences I've been through, because they are responsible
for the person I’ve become, and the one that you've come to know.
This year has been a challenging yet refreshing one. It's always
exciting going through change because you get to learn about
different things, and learning helps one grow.
One of my main goals was to lead differently. I didn't want to be an
autocratic leader but rather one who balances understanding the
student body with getting what needs to be done, done. I mean,
I was also there a couple of years ago, so I saw no need to change
who I was just because I had a badge. I wanted to be a leader in
the way I did things and be a positive example to the rest of the
student body. I think I achieved that.
As I prepare for the road ahead, I know that I have been handed
the right tools to survive what's to come and for that reason I will
forever be grateful to home. Dominican will always have a special
place in my heart and I will never forget the feelings it brought to
me. I am grateful to all the teachers who helped groom me and
make me the person I am today, and to the student body who all
worked together. I am also grateful for the opportunity to have
been deputy head girl of Dominican Convent School in 2014.

Ayanda Africa
DEPUTY HEAD GIRL

HEAD GIRL
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PREFECTURE

Learner leadership

Vincent Vollgraaff with the 2013/2014 prefects

Being a prefect
Being a prefect at a school like Dominican
can be seen as something that is easy. It
might seem that we only walk around with
gold badges on the left side of our chest
but, in actual fact, it's not that easy.
As a prefect one has to deal with the many
different attitudes and personalities of
Dominican students. Having to come up
with plans or ways forward, and trying to
introduce them to the rest of the school,
were some of the biggest challenges of
being a prefect.
The prefect group of 2014 was very
strong though and we managed to reach
achievements such as minimising the
number of students bunking afternoon
classes and activities.
With the help of our “employer”, Mr
Volgraaff, we have grown from being
immature young 17-year-olds (with the
exception of Sabelo and Divine, haha) who
received their prefect badges in October
2013 to extremely mature 18-year-olds who
didn't crumble under the immense
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Learners as leaders
pressure that comes with the badge. My
message to our successors would be:
•

Don't allow the intimidation of your
matric peers to affect you. You need
to take on a firm attitude as you will
sometimes be dealing with people
who are disrespectful. It would be
wise for you to control your emotions.

•

Don't get too emotionally attached to
the students you’ll have to lead.

In ending, I'd like to quote our 2013 deputy
head boy, Tshepo Seroto: “It's not easy
standing with the title prefect. Yes, you
remain the same person; however, your
actions are observed more than [those of]
any other learner. You are required to do
more than the average because, after all,
you're no longer part of the average.”
This part of Tshepo's speech helped me
move forward in my prefectorial duties and
I hope it will help our successors too.
ANDRE MBUSO MSIMANGO, GR 12V

Being a leader is a great experience because
it enables the individual to overcome a
lot of obstacles in life, especially personal
ones. I enjoyed my time as a prefect
because it wasn’t only about implementing
rules and retaining order, but also about
holding out my hand to the people who
needed it, even when it didn’t involve
school matters.
Power may seem like all you need to
be able to do anything, but the most
important thing is how you use your
power to make a difference. This is what I
have learnt during my time as a prefect. I
hope future prefects will also learn that, so
that they become the best they can be.
NEO MPHELANE, GR 12V

RELIGION AND FAITH
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RELIGION AND FAITH

Feast days
St Thomas Aquinas'
Feast Day
This feast day was celebrated with great
enthusiasm since St Thomas Aquinas is
one of the patron saints of our school.
A Mass was celebrated in his honour to
mark the festivities of the day. St Thomas
Aquinas represents a model of faith and
steadfastness in pursuing the will of
God, despite great difficulty. We ask for
his prayers especially when we need
academic assistance.

St Catherine’s Feast Day

St Dominic’s Feast Day

The Feast of St Catherine occurred during
the holidays on 29 April. We celebrated
it on 15 May with Holy Mass. Speaking
about St Catherine at the High School
assembly, Mr Posholi commented on
an image of her carrying a replica of a
church on her shoulders, a symbol of her
dedication to the unity and mission of the
Catholic Church. She carried the stigmata,
the wounds of Jesus, but people around
her were not aware of her pain, as she
carried her cross with joy. St Catherine is
a role model of tenacity, reliability, deep
spirituality and humility.

This is a very special day for the entire
school as we celebrate the life of
St Dominic, the founder of the Dominican
order from which our school takes its
name. This feast day was a highlight
for the school as a whole and was
celebrated by all with great enthusiasm.
Mass was celebrated to mark the solemnity
of this special feast day at the close of the
second term.

Dominican learners were challenged
to walk in the footsteps of St Catherine,
confronting laziness, deceit, corruption and
injustice, and taking a stand for truth.

Feast of the Sacred Heart
The Feast of the Sacred Heart of Jesus is
etched in our very history, as the school
was once called the Dominican Convent of
the Sacred Heart. Mass was held to honour
the heart of Jesus, who so loved the world
that He gave His life to save it from sin and
death. His heart bleeds with love for all of
us at Dominican. We celebrated the day
with cupcakes being given to all students,
which they enjoyed tremendously.

St Joseph’s Feast Day
This special feast day is very dear to our
boarders as St Joseph is the patron saint of
our boys' boarding houses. The boarding
house implores the prayers and protection
of St Joseph as he once protected the infant
Jesus from those who wanted to harm
or destroy Him. The hostel celebrated
the patronal feast day by having a prayer
service and a festive dinner. All those who
were present participated enthusiastically.
A statue of St Joseph with the infant Jesus
was permanently placed in the boarding
house dining hall.

12
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In celebrating the Feast of St Dominic
we recognise the holiness of the virtues
he extolled and as a school we try to live
according to his example.
St Dominic has taught us a lot. He once
said: “Arm yourself with prayer rather
than a sword; wear humility rather than
fine clothes.”

RELIGION AND FAITH

Easter

Lent

Ascension of the Lord

Personal Crosses

Our 2014 Lenten theme was “opening up
the horizon of hope to the destitute”. The
Holy Father said: “Destitution is poverty
without faith, without support, without
hope.” As a community of believers, we felt
we were called to open up the horizon of
hope for people living in conditions opposed
to human dignity, lacking the basic rights
of food, water, hygiene, work and the
opportunity to develop and grow culturally.

The Ascension completes the Paschal
mystery of the death and resurrection of
Jesus, and the work of salvation. Jesus, who
descended from heaven and was born from
the Blessed Virgin Mary, took upon himself
our frail human nature and in so doing he
accomplished our salvation. Christ broke
the chains of death that enslaved mankind
from the very beginning of the world and
offers everlasting life to all who hear the
Good News and believe it.

Dominican’s Grade 7s made personal
crosses as part of their Easter reflections
on their relationship with God.

Hence our weekly reflections were based on
ways to give the destitute hope, for example,
by confronting poverty through charity
collections, taking a stand for the oppressed,
breaking down the walls of inequality, and
ending discrimination and abuse.

Penitential Mass
In the season of Lent we always hold a
penitential service during Mass. Students
and teachers have the opportunity to write
their sins on a piece of paper and come
forward in a gesture of humility, showing
the need for God’s mercy. Fr Ron, our
local parish preast, receives these papers
and burns them in a symbolic gesture of
ridding us of our sins. This service allowed
everyone the chance to undergo a spiritual
cleansing in preparation for the Paschal
mystery we celebrated at the end of Lent.

Christ returns in triumph by ascending
to heaven and taking his place at the right
hand of the Father. This is a promise to all
of us who believe in Christ that we will
soon be glorified in the same way. We
celebrated with Mass, and the atmosphere
was one of reverence as we recalled this
great feast of the Lord.

Stations of the Cross
Each year before the close of school
learners enter the hall while the lights are
dimmed and candles are lit, creating a
sombre mood. Learners and teachers are
then taken through a guided meditation,
allowing each person to reflect on the
last 14 steps Christ took to accomplish
our salvation.

The angel represents the angels that look
after me and my family. The three babies
in the boat at the bottom of the cross
represent my brother, my sister and
myself. It is a symbol of security and
peace as we sail through life under the
protection of Jesus.
AUREA NOGUEIRA, GR 7B

Ash Wednesday
Ash Wednesday is the beginning of
Lent for Western Christian churches – a
day of penitence before the Lenten fast.
Christians dry fast for the entire day,
feeling the pain and discomfort of having
an empty stomach.
We marked the beginning of lent with
Mass. We received the ashes as a symbol of
our willingness to turn away from sin and
repent. Lent has offered us the opportunity
to walk more closely with God, to deny the
urge to satisfy our every need, and to be in
touch with those around us who are not
as fortunate.

Dominican Convent School 2014
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RELIGION AND FAITH

Retreats
The Primary School’s retreats were done differently this year. Each class went separately, creating an atmosphere of trust. The theme for
the Grade 4 and 5 retreats was respect. The children played age-appropriate games and were engaged in discussions reflecting different
scenarios at school. The highlight for many learners was the video on Nanny McPhee. The children reflected on how disrespect affects
relationships and how respect builds and heals them.
I enjoyed myself because I got to learn a lot of things like respect. We watched a movie
called Nanny McPhee. It was a good movie for children. We got to play nice games. Some
of us learnt something new from the retreat.
SIBONGAKONKE NDAWO, GR 4M

I really enjoyed the retreat because I learnt a lot from it. I learnt to respect, love, care,
share, [have] good manners and to be a kind, peaceful person. I thought about how my
behaviour may affect my family and my relationships positively or negatively. It was an
amazing experience. I would like to thank Mr Posholi for the retreat.
SIMPHIWE RADEBE, GR 5S

It was my first time to go on a retreat. I
enjoyed it so much. Francesca's story was
inspiring. It touched me deeply. She gave us
holy water from the fountain that mother
Mary showed to her.
BOITUMELO SELWADI, GR 7B

Our group was focusing on trust, people’s
feelings, and looking at things differently.
We picked pictures describing what we
were feeling at the moment and what we
would want to feel or be in the future. The
spiritual journey was to learn to trust my
God, love him, and not care about what
people say about my beliefs. I have the faith
to trust God and pray hard to get what
I want in life. The morals I learnt were
respect for the people around me and for
my God. I also learnt about maturity.
CINDY DZOBO, GR 8L
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RELIGION AND FAITH

Retreats
We learnt how to get close to God with the help of our peers.
We were taught to take care of our bodies as they are temples of
God. We are truly thankful for such a wonderful and inspiring
experience. Many thanks to Ms Motha and Mr Rose-Reddiar.
ZINHLE DLAMINI, GR 9E

The retreat was very enlightening as it gave me an opportunity
to rekindle my spiritual relationship.
NOMSA ZIKALALA, GR 10S

Being at the retreat was amazing. It was a real test of my faith and
beliefs. I appreciated the opportunity we were given to reassess the
decision to become a full member of the Catholic Church. It was
great to find myself in my faith and to bond with our people who
also have a strong belief in God.
MBALI MAHLANGU, GR 11N

Blessings
At Dominican we give thanks to all those
who have been a part of our Dominican
family and acknowledge the impact they
have had on us throughout the year. Fr Ron
was pleased to give the church’s blessing
to Michael Thiel, outgoing headmaster;
Graham Howarth, new headmaster; Sandi
Ngcongo, who left to celebrate the birth
of her son; as well as other members of
the Dominican family who have played
important roles in our lives. At Dominican
it has become part and parcel of the
lifeblood of the school to give thanks
to God for all things, great and small.
SHELDON ROSE-REDDIAR
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RELIGION AND FAITH

Growing faith

Catholic Schools Week
Our school took part in the Catholic
Schools Week from 19 to 23 May, with a
special Holy Mass held on the Thursday.
We took the theme of the rosary, it being
an instrument of evangelisation and a
symbol of our Catholic ethos. The church
was adorned with posters and a large cross
made of balloons. Learners also took part
in Sunday celebrations in their parishes.
Boarders and learners from other schools
received a special blessing from Fr Ron
during Sunday Mass.

Grade 11 Mass
Each year we have the pleasure of taking
our Grade 11s on a pilgrimage to the
Cathedral of Christ the King, the seat of
the Archbishop of Johannesburg, His Grace
Buti Tlhagale, to celebrate with him and
other Grade 11s from various Catholic
schools. The learners carry with them the
Pilgrim Cross, which travels from Catholic
school to Catholic school as a sign of the
common faith we profess in Christ Jesus.
Mass was held and Fr Sebastian Rossouw
engaged the students through song. White
balloons, signifying purity and innocence,
were released, one for every young girl
who was abducted in Nigeria, as a sign of
our solidarity with all of them and others
who suffer.
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Coronation of the
Blessed Virgin Mary
Crowning Mary, Mother of God, is a
Catholic tradition. It calls to mind the
queenship of the Mother of God and her
place in creation. The crowning happens
during May since it is considered the
season of the beginning of new life.
This resonates with the new beginning
of creation accomplished by Jesus, her
Son, when He came into this world. He
reconciled the world with its Creator after
sin destroyed that close relationship.
Head boy Sabelo Thusi and head girl
Immaculate Lembede crowned Mary as an
act of devotion, honouring her for being
highly blessed and favoured by God.

The Pilgrim Cross
The Grade 11s were privileged enough
to continue the tradition of receiving
the Pilgrim Cross from the Holy Rosary
students. It was great to get to know
people who follow the same Catholic ethos
and traditions.
MBALI MAHLANGU, GR 11N

It was an eye-opening experience because
I realised that the youth can socialise on a
spiritual level and actually learn a lot from
each other. The exchange of the cross meant
that we were able to meet students from
Holy Rosary and share our faith with them.
ALBERT SOKO, GR 11W

RELIGION AND FAITH

Filled with the light of Christ
Baptism
I was really scared because baptism is
serious business. Soon I was very happy
because my sins were forgiven by the Lord
and now I am a true Christian. At the end
of Mass I was praying to thank the Lord for
bringing me into his Kingdom and I heard a
voice saying: “The Lord is in you, the most
High, Amen! ”
WARONA MALAMBE, GR 3G

At communion Sr Lucy said: “Follow me
for a blessing.” After a blessing, we stood
up to sing a song. After church we went
down to the staff room to have some tea
with parents and Fr Ron. Now I feel really
happy. It felt good.
JACOBUS MAKOTI, GR 3G

On 10 July we celebrated the baptism of
nine learners. Fr Ron reminded us of the

significance of baptism as a sacrament of
rebirth. We are first born into the physical
world, but through baptism, our second
birth, we are born into the Kingdom of
God. We thank the Lord for a successful
and joyous feast. Let us pray for these
children, that they stay steadfast in their
faith throughout their lives.
MR L POSHOLI

First Holy Communion
On Sunday, 13 October, First Holy Communion day finally
arrived. The children looked beautiful in their white garments,
answering the invitation of Jesus to the Eucharistic wedding feast.
It would be the first time they would experience Jesus personally
and completely. At times, as we prepared the children for this day,
we had feared that they would not comprehend the significance
of the occasion. As we saw their beaming faces returning to the
pews after communion, we knew that our efforts had not been in
vain and that the Spirit walked with them on the next stage of their
faith journey.
First Holy Communion was a life-changing experience, which I
will always cherish for the rest of my Catholic life.
LUYANDA MAJOLA, GR 8L

Receiving the Eucharist for the first time was very inspiring. It
made me feel closer to our Creator.
TAVONGA MAVEDZENGE, GR 10M
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Renewal of faith

Confirmation
The gift of the Spirit was given in
abundance to 17 young adults of
Dominican Convent, who received the
sacrament from the hands of Archbishop
Buti Tlhagale. This most important
sacrament signifies the transition of
leaving one's childhood faith and becoming
mature in the faith of the church. It
requires each confirmand to take stock of
their lives and actively engage in the life
of the church as well as its future growth.
Each confirmand has the responsibility
to look after their own faith, handed onto
them by their parents and guardians.
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The presence of the Holy Spirit moved
among those gathered in prayer. We
congratulate the confirmands of 2014. May
the peace of God reign within your hearts
and may the Holy Spirit be your guide,
now and forever.
SHELDON ROSE-REDDIAR

Our confirmation evening was filled with
joy and blessings. I hope we continue
walking this Holy journey together hand
in hand, with God on our sides and in
our hearts.
KGATLEGO MERAFE, GR 11M

RELIGION AND FAITH

Leading with truth and justice
Fr Ron Houreld celebrates 33 years of priesthood
On 13 February 2014, Dominican Convent School had a special Mass as its chaplain,
Fr Ron Houreld, was celebrating 33 years of priesthood. The school followed in the
footsteps of Pope Francis as everyone prayed for Fr Ron, who is from St Anne’s Catholic
Church, Belgravia, at the end of Mass. He was also presented with a convertible stole with
cream and purple sides. To complete the celebration the staff invited Fr Ron to a special
celebratory tea in the staffroom for which they contributed cakes, snacks and cooldrinks.
Thank you to the RE department for ensuring that the school continues living up to its
Catholic ethos. Thank you, Fr Ron, for accepting the call to serve.
Happy anniversary!

Follow your heart’s desire
Jesus called us to bring about a new world
order where everyone is precious and
included; where everyone’s needs are met
with dignity; where power and possessions
are shared; and where life can be lived with
love, compassion and forgiveness.

At age 22, I felt that nothing in the world
would have greater meaning than to give
my life to Christ. Thus I applied to join the
Dominican Sisters of St Catherine of Siena
of King William’s Town. After rigorous
training for three years, I got permission
to join them. I had to take the vows of
poverty, chastity and obedience.
Throughout my fifty years of religious
life I have worked as a foundation phase
teacher for many years . The Dominican
Convent School has been my home since
1985. My happiest times were seeing eager
learners from all over Soweto coming
to Dominican and claiming it as their
home during the struggle years. I am
also delighted to still be of service as a
kinesiologist, offering different healing
modalities, and a counsellor. I am so
happy to be working at Dominican
Convent where all of us are ready and
able to serve all people − especially the
vulnerable. May we continue to do so for
many years to come!
Our congregation started in 1877 in King
William’s Town with seven sisters. A total

of 1 131 of our sisters lived and worked
for God’s reign. At present there are still
192 sisters alive in Germany, Switzerland,
Scotland, Ireland, the Netherlands, Bolivia
and Ecuador, while there are still 107 King
Dominican Sisters in South Africa. Who
knows when the next 1 131 new sisters will
be called by God? Would you be ready to
join to serve God and his people if God
called you to be a brother, sister
or priest?
What is your heart’s desire? Listen
carefully. Follow your heart’s desire and
you will be counted among the happiest
people on earth.
SR EVELYN JUNG
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Matric valedictory Mass
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Prizegiving evening
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HIGH SCHOOL PRIZEGIVING AND AWARDS

Grade 12 prizegiving and colours
GRADE 12
Pro merito Sport

GEOFFREY CHIMALIZENI

Pro merito Sport

TSAONE TSIPANE

Pro merito Sport

NTSAKO HLEBELA

Pro merito Sport

KEAMOGETSEBOIKARABELO
MOGASE

Pro merito Cultural

ANDRE MSIMANGO

Pro merito Cultural

THABISO NODANGALA

Pro merito Sport

AYABULELA MKAZA

Scroll – Soccer

THAPELO CHIBWE

Scroll – Public Relations

THABILE MSIBI

Scroll – Public Relations

NOKUTHOBA NDEBELE

Scroll – Public Relations

KHANYA MAJOZI

Scroll – Basketball

ANDILE THUSI

Scroll – Basketball

KAMOGELO SEBOPEDI

Scroll – Rugby

LINDOKUHLE NGUBENI

Pro merito Cultural
Scroll - Public Relations

GUGU NGUBENI

3rd place – Advanced Programme
English – 67%

MICHELLE PIRES

3 rd place – Business Studies – 72%

ORATILE MAGOGODI

3rd place – SeSotho – 87%

MAJOANG (INNOCENTIA)
PETER

Pro merito Sport
3rd place – Geography – 73%

THABO NKWANA

Scroll – Basketball
3rd place – Afrikaans – 69%

NOMPUMELELO MAKHABELA

2nd place – Life Orientation – 87%
2nd place – Business Studies – 81%

NOMAHLUBI MADIKIZA

2nd place – Maths Literacy – 78%
2nd place– IsiZulu – 92%

CLARENCIA GUDUZA

3rd place – History – 69%
3 rd place – IsiZulu – 92%
2nd place – Advanced Programme
English – 72%
3rd place – Life Sciences – 79%

LUNGELO SHELEMBE

Pro merito Sport
3rd place – Maths Literacy – 77%
2nd place – History

THUSI SABELO

Scroll – Public Relations
2nd place – Physical Science – 80%
2nd place – Advanced Programme
Mathematics – 75%
1 st place – Afrikaans – 71%

BANDILE NHLAPO

1 st place – Geography – 84%
1 st place – SeSotho – 90%
Grade 12 third place overall academic
achiever – 75%

NONHLANHLA SEROKE

NOSIPHO MAGEZA
3rd place – Mathematics – 84%
3 rd place – Physical Science – 73%
3 rd place – Advanced
Programme Mathematics – 74%
2nd place – Geography – 83%
1 st place – Life Sciences – 80%
Grade 12 second place overall academic
achiever – 77%
Scroll – Public Relations
3rd place – Life Sciences – 79%
3 rd place – English – 78%
2nd place – Mathematics – 85%
1 st place – Physical Science – 84%
1 st place – Advanced Programme
Mathematics – 89%
1 st place – Information Technology – 72%
1 st place – Life Orientation – 87%
Grade 12 first place overall academic
achiever – 82%

DIVINE-CHRISTINE SSEBUNNYA

COLOURS
HALF-COLOURS
NONHLANHLA SEROKE

Academic half-colours

FULL COLOURS
PHEMELO MOTLHABANI

1 place – Visual Arts – 75%

NZENG DIEULV

Full colours – Soccer

1 st place English – 78%

AYANDA AFRICA

Full colours – Rugby

THABO NKWANA

1 st place Portuguese – 76%

ANTONIO VALERIO

Full colours – Soccer

NJABULO NKHASI

Religious education trophy

RUTH KAZEMBE

Full colours – Rugby

AYABULELA MKAZA

Pro merito Cultural
1 st place – IsiZulu – 93%

THOBEKA NGCONGO

Full colours – Soccer

EVANS NKOMO

Full colours – Soccer

PONATSHEGO MADILONGA

Pro merito Sport
Scroll – Public Relations
1 st place – Maths Literacy – 79%

IMMACULATE LEMBEDE

Full colours – Choir reaward

ANDRE MSIMANGO

Full colours – Academics

NOSIPHO MAGEZA

Full colours – Academics
ZANELE DUBE

DIVINE-CHRISTINE SSEBUNNYA

3rd place – Life Orientation – 86%
1 st place – Business Studies – 81%
2nd place – SeSotho – 88%
1 st place – Mathematics – 86%

TEBOHO SEKOLI

2nd place – Afrikaans – 71%
2nd place – English – 78%
1 st place – History – 83%
1 st place – Advanced Programme
English – 72%

TANYA DE GOUVEIA

st
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HONOURS
Honours – Soccer reaward

NTSAKO HLEBELA

Honours – Rugby reaward

SABELO THUSI

Honours – Sport

AYABULELA MKAZA

Honours – Choir

THOBEKA NCGONCO

Honours in Academics

BANDILE NHLAPO

HIGH SCHOOL PRIZEGIVING AND AWARDS
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Veritas award
Dominican Convent School makes the
prestigious Veritas Award to recognise
those members of the Dominican family
(alumni, teachers, parents, and supporters)
who have made significant contributions
to the reputation and well-being of the
school through their actions and service.
In receiving the award, the recipient is

congratulated on living the ethos of the
school and being of suitable character to
be a worthy example for the children of
the school.
By modelling the values of truth and
servant leadership, and actively seeking
social justice, the recipient will have proven

to be the type of person worthy of this
highest accolade offered by the school to a
member (past or present) of the Dominican
family. This year's Veritas Award goes to
Mike Thiel, who left Dominican Convent
School in 2014 after more than nine years of
outstanding service as headmaster.

2014 Veritas Award winner Mike Thiel

2013 Veritas Award winner Kutlwano Mokehele
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2013 Summa Cum Laude Award winner Christopher Ryan

HIGH SCHOOL PRIZEGIVING AND AWARDS

Special awards
SAMANTHA KROG SERVICE AWARD
SABELO THUSI

OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP AWARD
SABELO THUSI

ZENEX AWARD
Top achiever in English, Physical Science and Mathematics
1 st place

DIVINE-CHRISTINE SSEBUNNYA

2nd place

BANDILE NHLAPO

3rd place

NOSIPHO MAGEZA

DUX SCHOLAR FOR 2014
DIVINE-CHRISTINE SSEBUNNYA
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HIGH SCHOOL PRIZEGIVING AND AWARDS

Sport, culture and matrics
MEDALS – SPORT

MEDALS – CULTURE

BASKETBALL – MR OLYOTT

CHOIR – MS MOTHA

Most improved player, junior girls:

SARAH KAZEMBE

Best junior soloist:

TREVLIN OLCKERS

Junior player of the year, girls:

IMANI NYEZI

Best senior soloist:

PALESA LEGODI

Most improved player, junior boys:

LIKELE BAZEBA

Junior player of the year, junior boys:

MARIO ANTONIO

Most improved player, senior girls:

CASSANDRA MODISE

Most improved player, senior boys:

TYRON DEAN

CONTEMPORARY DANCE – MR RATHLAGANE
MACAELA OOR

Most improved dancer:

CHESS – MR SOMANCHI

DRUMMING – MR RATLHAGANE

Most improved junior:

THATO MNIKATI

Most improved player, senior:

MANALISA MBATHA

Most improved player, junior:

MASEGO TLHABANYANE

Junior player of the year:

LUVUYO-UNATHI NYAMATHE

Most improved player, senior:

NOBUHLE HLOMUKA

MARIMBA – MR RATLHAGANE

NETBALL – MS TSHANGISA
Most improved player, junior girls:

SAMOKELE NGEMA

Most improved player, junior:

TSHEPO NYANDA

Junior player of the year:

NTOKOZO PHINDELA

Most improved player, senior:

NOMAKHOSI SINDANE

Most improved player, senior:

KHULILE KHANYILE

MUSIC – MS FOURIE
RUGBY – MR GROOTBOOM
Most improved player, junior:

PETERSON RADASI

Junior player of the year:

TEFO MOSIA

Most improved player, senior:

NTOKOZO RABOLELE

SOCCER – MR CHIMWANDA
Most improved player, junior girls:

PERTUNIA NEMANAME

Junior player of the year, girls:

PHELADI KEKANE

Most improved player, junior boys:

MBONGWA DINEKA

Junior player of the year, boys:

THATO MOOROSI

Most improved player, senior girls:

GUGU SEITLHAMO

Most improved player, senior boys:

MPHO SEABI

VOLLEYBALL – MR NKOMO
Most improved player, junior boys:

LESEGO MPYE

Most improved player, senior girls:

REFILWE MULEYA

Most improved player, senior boys:

ALBERT SOKO
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Most improved musician:

NICOLLE MAGERMAN

PERFORMING ARTS – MS KHOLOPANE
Best supporting actress:

MBALENHLE MABUYA

Best supporting actor:

KING ALADEOBA

Best cameo:

MICHELLE NAGEL

HIGH SCHOOL PRIZEGIVING AND AWARDS

TROPHIES – SPORT

TROPHIES – CULTURE

BASKETBALL – MS SPELLAS

CHOIR – MS MOTHA

Best point scorer, junior girls:

BOTSHELO EZEIFE

Best junior chorister:

AMANDA SHEZI

Best point scorer, junior boys:

NTOYAMI BOPELA

Best senior chorister:

REITUMETSE MAZIBUKO

Best point scorer, senior girls:

IMANI NYEZI

Best point scorer, senior boys:

LUIS ANTONIO

Player of the year, senior girls:

MUSARU CHIRWA

Player of the year, senior boys:

LUIS ANTONIO

DRUMMING – MR RATLHAGANE
Best drummer of the year:

CHESS – MR NDLOVU
Best player of the year, senior:

NTUTHUKO MPAKU

iSCHOOL - MS KHOLOPANE
EARL RATEMA

Best iSchool participant:

NETBALL – MS TSHANGISA
Best point scorer, junior:

MICHEL MAHLANGU

Best point scorer, senior:

SOMILA KIMA

Senior player of the year:

BONGIWE BUTHELEZI

BONGUMUSA MBATHA

MARIMBA – MR RATLHAGANE
MBALI MAHLANGU

Best player of the year:

MUSIC – MS FOURIE
RUGBY – MR GROOTBOOM
Top point scorer, junior:

TEFO MOSIA

Top point scorer, senior:

SABELO THUSI

Senior player of the year:

SABELO THUSI

Best musician of the year:

IMANI NYEZI

SOCCER – MR MOORE
Junior golden boot, girls:

MANDISA NGUBANE

Senior golden boot, girls:

BOITUMELO RASEHLO

Senior player of the year, girls:

LAYLA MOTAUNG

Junior golden boot, boys:

LONGIN KAKERA

Senior golden boot, boys:

SANDILE ZWANE

Senior player of the year, boys:

EVANS NKOMO

VOLLEYBALL – MR NKOMO
Senior player of the year, boys:

JOSEPH GAZURA

Senior player of the year, girls:

WITNESS MALINGA
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PRIMARY SCHOOL PRIZEGIVING

GRADE 1L

GRADE 2S

2nd Language

OLORATO MNCUBE

2nd Life Skills

DEYSHAN KALOO

3rd Language

VICTORIA HUGHES

3rd Life Skills

BOKAMOSO MOKOENA

3 rd Mathematics

NKOSINATHI ZUZE

Book prize for Religious Education

NJABULO NGEMA

2nd Life Skills

GRACE NGWENYA

2nd Mathematics

WOXOLA HUGHES

Book prize for Religious Education

HLUMELA MALINGA

2

PHEMELO RATLHAGANE

1 st Mathematics
3rd Life Skills

AGRIPPA MBALE
AYANDA KHUMALO

1 st Language
2nd Mathematics
1 st Life Skills
1 st in Grade 1L

GRADE 1B

Language
1 st Mathematics
nd

KELEBOGILE BALALA

1 st Language
3rd Mathematics
1 st Life Skills
1 st in Grade 2S

GRADE 3G
3rd Mathematics

MANDISA MKHETSHANE

1 st Language

MANDISA KHUMALO

3 rd Life Skills

ORATILE MABULA

3rd Language

ZWIVHUYA SADIKI

Book prize for Religious Education

RELEBOGILE MXAKATO

2nd Mathematics

KEAMOGETSWE SEABI

WARONA MALAMBE

3rd Mathematics

HAREL LWAMBWA

1 st Language
2nd Mathematics

2nd Life Skills

LEHLOHONOLO GCALEKA
MATLHOGONOLO NYERENDE

3rd Language
2nd Life Skills

PASCALINAH KAZEMBE

1 st Life Skills
Book prize for Religious Education

BANTHATILE MADUBANYA

2 Language
1 st Mathematics
3rd Life Skills
1 st in Grade 1B

MEGAN-BELLE PENN

2nd Language
1 st Mathematics
1 st Life Skills
1 st in Grade 3G

nd

GRADE 1A

GRADE 3C
1 Life Skills

NOMPUMELELO DLADLA

3rd Life Skills

ORATILE MOKGOASI

3rd Life Skills

ANDILE MAGUDULELA

Book prize for Religious Education

AYANDA TSHABALALA

Book prize for Religious Education

NTANDO MAZIBUKO

3 rd Language
3 rd Mathematics

ALYSSA TYLER

2nd Language
3rd Mathematics

NDALO DLAMINI

2nd Language
1 st Mathematics
2nd Life Skills

LEILA MARRIOTT

3 rd Language
2nd Mathematics

BOPHELO TLHABANE

1 st Language
2nd Mathematics
1 st Life Skills
1 st in Grade 1A

ELIZABETH CHIMEDZA

1 st Language

MTHANDAZO JABETLA

st

1 st Mathematics
2nd Life Skills
1 st in Grade 3C
Da Sousa Cup for Reading

GRADE 2M
3 Language

WARATWA MLONYENI

3 Mathematics

ALWANDE MDLETSHE

1 st Life Skills

SIPHESIHLE MADUMA

rd
rd

2nd Life Skills

NOKUTHULA DLAMINI

3rd Life Skills

AMAHLE KEMP

Book prize for Religious Education

MBULAHENI MBALI

2nd Language
1 st Mathematics

RUTENDO AMODA

1 st Language
2nd Mathematics
1 st in Grade 2M

ZINHLE ZUZE
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GOMOLEMO MATSEBA

GRADE 4
Distinction in Social Sciences
Distinction in Mathematics
Distinction in IsiZulu
1 st in IsiZulu
3 rd in the grade

SIHLE MALAMBE

Distinction in Mathematics
1 st in English
1 st in Afrikaans
1 st in Mathematics
2 nd in the grade

NELLY MUKODZERI

JEENA MARRIOTT

Distinction in Mathematics
Distinction in Natural Sciences
1 st in Religious Education
1 st in Life Skills
1 st in Arts and Culture
1 st in Natural Sciences
1 st in the grade

GRADE 5
Distinction in English
Distinction in SeSotho
1 st in English
1 st in SeSotho
3 rd in the grade

SIPHOKAZI KHALA

Distinction in English
Distinction in Mathematics
1 st in Social Sciences
1 st in Afrikaans
2 nd in the grade

TSHIAMO LEKALAKALA

Distinction in English
Distinction in IsiZulu
Distinction in Mathematics
Distinction in Natural Sciences
First in Religious Education
1 st in Arts and Culture
1 st in Natural Sciences
1 st in Mathematics
1 st in the grade

SIMPHIWE RADEBE

GRADE 6
Distinction in Arts and Culture
Distinction in English
Distinction in Natural Sciences
1 st in Religious Education
1 st in Arts and Culture
3 rd in the grade

ELLA MARRIOTT

Distinction in Mathematics
Distinction in Natural Sciences
Distinction in English
1 st in Mathematics
1 st in Afrikaans
2 nd in the grade

CHELSEA-ROSE MACKENZIE

Distinction in Life Skills
Distinction in English
Distinction in Social Sciences
Distinction in SeSotho
Distinction in Arts and Culture
1 st in Life Skills
1 st in English
1 st in Social Sciences
Distinction pass for aggregate
1 st in the grade

KUTLWANO SHAI
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GRADE 7
Distinction in Arts and Culture
Distinction in Life Orientation
Distinction in English
Distinction in Mathematics
Distinction in Technology
1 st in Natural Sciences
3 rd in the grade

OFENTSE RATLHAGANE

Distinction in Arts and Culture
Distinction in Life Orientation
Distinction in English
Distinction in IsiZulu
Distinction in Economic and
Management Sciences
1 st in IsiZulu
Distinction pass for aggregate
2 nd in the grade

ULEMU KADZUWA

Distinction in Life Orientation
Distinction in Arts and Culture
Distinction in English

BUHLE SKOSANA

PRIMARY SCHOOL SPORT AWARDS 2014
ATHLETICS
Victor:

ANDILE DUBE

Victrix:

THANDIWE KADZUWA

BASKETBALL
Most improved player, girls:

ULEMU KADZUWA

Most improved player, boys:

JOSEPH KAZEMBE

Player of the year:

BOITUMELO KHOANYANE

SOCCER

Distinction in IsiZulu
Distinction in Mathematics
Distinction in Technology
Distinction in Economic and
Management Sciences
1 st in English
1 st in Arts and Culture
1 st in Technology
1 st in Economic and
Management Sciences
Distinction pass for aggregate
1 st in the grade

Top goal-scorer:

ANDILE DUBE

Most improved player:

CLAUDIO FRANSISCO

Player of the year:

ANDILE DUBE

Inter-house interaction:

ST CATHERINE OF SIENNA

NETBALL
Top goal-scorer:

ULEMU KADZUWA

Most improved player:

LYNETTE KADENYI

Player of the year:

BOITUMELO SELWADI

Inter-house interaction:

ST THOMAS OF AQUINAS

SWIMMING

SPECIAL AWARDS

Inter-house interaction:

ST CATHERINE OF SIENNA

Inter-house interaction, girls:

ST CATHERINE OF SIENNA

Inter-house interaction, boys:

ST CATHERINE OF SIENNA

Best reader:

TADIWA MAVEDZENGE

Margaret Smith Service Award:

LESEGO SEPURU

Maths Problem Solving and Critical
Thinking Award:

THUTO KOENANE

Keeping Maths Alive Award:

DALUXOLO SITHEBE

Leadership Award:

BOITUMELO SELWADI

Sports boy 2014:

BOITUMELO KHOANYANE

BUHLE SKOSANA

Sports girl 2014:

BOITUMELO SELWADI

Dux Award:
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CREATIVE EXPRESSION

An exciting year
Drumming

Waterford Kamhlaba school

Rhythm came alive at DCS with the
acquisition of ten new African drums.
Learners signed up in numbers and gave
their first performance at the school
assembly. The ensemble also performed
at the DCS alumni event and The Glen
Shopping Centre together with the
school’s choir and marimba band.

A visit from the Waterford Kamhlaba school choir from Swaziland allowed us to learn
new songs and collaborate with a Swazi choir. We also learnt about other nationalities
because the students in the choir came from over 20 different nations. The experience
was enjoyable and awesome. Should we ever decide to tour the continent, Swaziland
would be our first stop because our choir and their choir sound better together than
the voices of angels.
NOBUHLE MAZIBUKO, GR 11W

In previous years it was merely an
activity where beats for church songs
were practiced. Last year drumming
changed and it became a place for
students to express their artistic
talent and passion. Since Mr Ntlhane
Ratlhagane joined, drumming has
become an activity to take note of and
the quality of the performances has
improved. We would like to thank the
school for buying us the new set of
drums. We would also like to thank Mr
Ratlhagane for the contribution he has
made to drumming.
BONGUMUSA MBATHA, GR 11K

Dance

Choir

This year an African contemporary
dance class was introduced as part of
the afternoon activities. As the learners
signed up, they were not aware that in
five months’ time they would perform in
front of the whole school. The audience
enjoyed the refreshing performance.

Our choir and marimba band will, once again, have the opportunity to tour the
UK in 2015. We look forward to meeting old friends, making new ones, and
entertaining audiences.

The Pre-school and Foundation Phase
learners keep reaping the fruit of
Edu-dance, and their confidence and zeal
for performing continue to grow. The
class has changed my outlook towards
dance. I have taken a sudden interest in
other forms of dance and choreography.
It is something I never thought of doing,
but I am glad I did.
MACAELA OOR, GR 11M

Marimba
When Ms Linky Kokolo left the school at the beginning of the year the marimba band
faced a challenge, but we rose to the occasion and performed well at DCS events,
represented the school at the National Eisteddfod Academy, and gave an exuberant
performance on the SABC’s PLAYnetwork in National Youth Month.
I love the feeling I get when playing the marimba – it's a feeling of elation and unity
combined. I appreciate how marimba unifies us as music lovers. I've been playing for
four years now and during school break I almost feel as though I have separation anxiety
because I am away from the instrument so long. I love and appreciate the marimba and
hope that future generations will get the opportunity to experience the beauty of it.
MBALI MAHLANGU, GR 11N

We have been given amazing opportunities this year. We were able to perform at The
Glen and at functions here at our school. When we perform it’s not just people hitting
“wooden planks” − it is us dedicating our time and energy while having fun and
expressing ourselves through the music we play.
TSHEPO NYANDA, GR 9S
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CSO Choir Festival
The Dominican Convent choir kept our
name high at the annual CSO Choir
Festival, held on 22 September. It is always
a privilege to share our music culture
with various schools and learn from
them too. We are given the opportunity
to interpret music in different ways. It
is a fulfilling experience to share our
similarities and embrace our differences
as Catholic schools.
MBALENHLE MABUYA, GR 11W
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Music gala evening
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Dance
Ballet
Ballet with Ms Cathy was an adventure
with the ballet we did and the performance
we had. It was hard work, I won't lie, but
because we have a strong team we pulled
through the year. Indeed it was a good
ballet year, especially when Ms Cathy gave
you a compliment. Next year we hope to
get boys to dance with, and I promise it
will be fun.
REITUMETSE POO, GR 10R

Creative arts festival
What an awesome performance! The
confidence, the freedom and the pride
enjoyed on stage by the Grade 4 to 7
performers touched my heart. Learners’
faces were glowing with joy. Thank you to
the teachers and parents who helped me
make this evening such a huge success. We
all admired our guest speaker,
Ms Masheane, who encouraged the
learners to be positive. Mr Ngobeze, our
DJ, kept us all awake with his amazing
sounds. It was a day to remember.
NTSOAKE SITHOLE

On 4 August the Primary School learners
took part in an arts and culture festival. All
the students showed off their great talents.
The Grade 7s performed a John Bosco
drama and a Zulu poem, while the Grade
4 to 6 learners entertained us with singing,
dancing and poetry recitals. We had
the opportunity to be inspired by
Ms Napo Masheane, and to perform and
show our parents how much talent we
have. All the students in the Primary
School would like to thank Ms Sithole. We
hope to have more opportunities like this
to show off our talent.
CHELSEA-ROSE MACKENZIE, GR 6K
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Embracing our culture
Heritage Day
Heritage Day 2014 was celebrated in
fine style at Dominican, with both
staff and students making it an
occasion to remember, reports Graham
Howarth, headmaster.
“Traditional dress, dancing, singing
and poetry were the order of the day,
as together we celebrated not only
our collective heritage but equally our
wonderful diversity. It gives me such hope
to witness how our students embrace
diversity, celebrate difference, and see
the other as unique, something to be
treasured,” says Howarth.
Howarth recalls that in an address
marking Heritage Day in 1996, the late
president Nelson Mandela spoke about the
profound power that this day could have in
building our new democracy.
“Certainly Dominican witnessed this
power on Tuesday as we experienced a
marvellous sense of unity in our diversity.”
Howarth had a message for all schools:
“Let us transport this spirit and ensure that
this becomes commonplace, an everyday
occurrence, not just something to be
‘worn’ on 24 September each year.”

It was good to see our school take culture
so seriously. The day reinforced my respect
for other cultures and was a splendid day
for me to learn about the diversity of the
nation, and continent as a whole.
ZINHLE DLAMINI, GR 9E

The Heritage Day concert was the first
event of this sort held in the High School
since my arrival in 2011. I was delighted
to be given the opportunity to share my
origins and culture with members of my
school community. The highlight of my
day was when the support staff came to the
High School assembly and showcased their
cultures to us.
BONGUMUSA MBATHA, GR 11K
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Original Works
Every two years the Grade 11 and 12
Dramatic Arts learners get the opportunity
to showcase their skills. Learners were
given poems as inspiration and had to
workshop a 30-minute play. They held
their own auditions, did their own casting
and, as a production team, appointed
themselves different roles.
The learners had six weeks to prepare for
their Original Works performances on
18 and 19 March. An external adjudicator
from the film and television department at
the Wits School of Arts, Pervaiz Khan, was
invited to watch all the plays and give the
learners feedback.
It's always a pleasure to work with
Dominican Convent learners; their
talent and commitment never ceases
to amaze me.
KHOLU KHOLOPANE,
DRAMATIC ARTS TEACHER

Original Works was an opportunity
to direct our own plays and touch on
certain issues. It was really great to
showcase our acting skills.
KHANYA MAJOZI, GR 12K

As an audience member, it was
surprising to see how my peers came up
with such amazing plots! The plays were
well scripted, I am proud.
MICHELLE PIRES, GR 12N

The experience was nerve-wracking and
exciting as I had never performed before.
I learnt a thing or two about addressing
the public. It boosted my confidence.
SAVANNAH CAMPBELL, GR 8M

I really enjoyed taking part in Original
Works. I learnt skills from the more
experienced members of the cast. The
overall experience was awesome.
BUQAQAWULI NOBAKADA, GR 8T

Team work, constructive criticism
and hard work contributed to the
great plays that were performed by
passionate and dedicated cast members.
Controversial issues such as xenophobia
were addressed.
MBALI MAHLANGU, GR 11N
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Original Works was fun. I want
to continue teaching people about
the effects that xenophobia has on us
as people.
LINDO NGUBENI, GR 12N

CREATIVE EXPRESSION

A cappella evening

There was no room for error and no
instruments to hide mistakes in DCS’s
first a cappella competition. This musical
evening offered learners who were
unable to join the choir an opportunity to
showcase their singing talent, and small
groups from the High School choir a
chance to develop their repertoire. Five
groups, consisting of up to eight learners,
sang three songs each.
The top three a cappella groups
performed at St Conrad's School,

Klerksdorp, in the national
a cappella competition.
I enjoyed the night and the performances.
The competition was tough, but that did
not deter us. We have been practicing
in room 10 since we entered the
competition. We have learnt that our
nerves do not determine our victory but
our confidence got us to where we are.
Dominican has talent. This was proven
on the night of the competition.

We all sang like angels and even Ms Roy
was crying. The judges were fair and
thoughtful. The programme directors
were great. I want to congratulate the
winners and thank Ms Kholopane and Ms
Selibe for giving us this opportunity and
organising this.
SABELWE MABUYA, GR 8T

OFENTSE SEKOBELA, GR 8T
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Pre-school

OFUNWA LIKHABA, GR RM

NOMPUMELELO MTHEMBU, GR RM

CHIKOMBORERO MATUMBA, GR 000

MMASEGO MOSEKI, GR RM

LESEGO NXUMALO, GR RM

CHIKOMBORERO MATUMBA, GR 000

OARABILE MOADIRA, GR RM

JACK MBHALATI, GR 000

MIHLE NONGOGO, GR 000
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Pre-school

ANATHI RADEBE, GR RM

CHERYL CHIMWANDA, GR 000

KEREN WANYAMA, GR RM

ANELE NDAWO, GR RM

HADASSAH LWAMBWA, GR RM

DIVINA LWAMBWA, GR 00

LWANDLE NGCOBO, GR 00

LERATO BUTHELEZI, GR 000

RASUBA RAMUDZULI, GR RS
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Grade 1

AGRIPPA NHLAPO, GR 1L

BOKANG MOKHETHI, GR 1B

AYANDA KHUMALO, GR 1L

KEAGILE DONGO, GR 1A

ELIZABETH CHIMEDZA, GR 1A

AYANDA TSHABALALA, GR 1A
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LEILA MARRIOTT, GR 1A

GRACE NGWENYA, GR 1L

ART AND WRITING

Grade 1

MOTHEO SADIKI, GR 1B

HLUMELA MALINGA, GR 1L

HAREL LWAMBWA, GR 1B

ORATILE MOKGOASI, GR 1A

MANDISA KHUMALO, GR 1B

LEILA MARRIOTT, GR 1A

ZUBAIR PYLMAN, GR 1L

OLORATO MNCUBE, GR 1L
GOMOLEMO DITSI, GR 1B
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Grade 2

ALWANDE MDLETSHE, GR 2M

NOKUTHULA DLAMINI, GR 2M

DEYSHAN KALOO, GR 2S

RUTENDO MAKONI, GR 2S

TSIKO NEMUNGADI, GR 2M
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SIHLE MADUMA, GR 2M

OMPHILE BAHOLO, GR 2M

ART AND WRITING

Grade 2
Pinky
Pinky is the name of my tiny cat. She
loves to sit on the yellow mat. Pinky
loves to sit in the hot sun. Good cats
are so much fun.
RUTENDO MAKONI, GR 2S

My cat Zoe
Zoe is the name of my cute cat. She likes
to play on the pink patterned mat. Zoe
loves to sleep in the bright sun. White
cats are so much fun.
PHEMELO RATLHAGANE, GR 2S

ANGELA MWANGI, GR 2M

RUTENDO MAKONI, GR 2S

Rox
Rox is the name of an old fluffy cat. He
likes to crouch on the golden mat. Rox
loves to walk in the warm sun. Cuddly
cats are so much fun.
DEYSHAN KALOO, GR 2S

My cat Lucky
Lucky is the name of my adorable cat.
She loves to play on the gold mat. Lucky
loves to purr in the sunshine. Adorable
cats have so much fun.
BOKOMOSO MOKOENA, GR 2S

Joden
Joden is the name of my cute cat. He
likes to eat on the yellow mat. Joden
loves to run in the warm sun. Cute cats
are so much fun.

LUNGILE MOFOKENG, GR 2S

PHUTHOLOHO MATHOKA, GR 2S

KELEBOGILE BALALA, GR 2S

NOKUTHULA DLAMINI, GR 2M

ZINHLE ZUZE, GR 2M

PHUTHOLOHO MATHOKA, GR 2S
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Grade 3

BANELE MATABIRE, GR 3G

BANTHATILE MADUBANYA, GR 3G

NOMPUMELELO DLADLA, GR 3C

BOPHELO TLHABANE, GR 3C

CHRIS ITEFELA, GR 3C

KHUMO RAPOO, GR 3C

NOMTHIMKHULU SIPAMBO, GR 3C

NOMPUMELELO DLADLA, GR 3C
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RUSSELL CHIKOLO, GR 3G

ART AND WRITING

Grade 3

BERNADINE ZWANE, GR 3C

BANTHATILE MADUBANYA, GR 3G

LEHAKOE THIPE, GR 3C

MTHANDAZO JABETLA, GR 3C

BANTHATILE MADUBANYA, GR 3G

NTANDO MAZIBUKO, GR 3C

LEHAKOE THIPE, GR 3C

WARONA MALAMBE, GR 3G

ORATILE MABULA, GR 3G

PALESA SELIBE, GR 3G
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Grade 4

KATLEHO SHONGWE, GR 4M

LIAM JOHNSTONE, GR 4M

OMOLEMO MOGASE, GR 4M

SIHLE MALAMBE, GR 4C

GLADYS MOYO, GR 4M

OFENTSE TSHEHLA, GR 4C

OFENTSE TSHEHLA, GR 4C

My holiday
I am very grateful for the holidays. I enjoyed them so much. On Good Friday I went to
church and it was nice. After church we went to my aunty’s house. Then we got our bags
and went to my granny’s house. We had some food, watched some television and went to
sleep. In the morning we went to my granny’s grave. It was very nice to talk to granny. I
cried a little because I miss granny so much. A week after Good Friday my sister took my
niece and me to the cinema.
ONTHATILE TAU, GR 4M

STUDENTS, GR 4M
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Grade 4

JEENA MARRIOTT, GR 4C

GOMOLEMO SEPHODI, GR 4C

MBALENHLE NHLAPO, GR 4C

GOMOLEMO SEPHATI, GR 4C

OFENTSE TSHEHLA, GR 4C

BANELE BHENGU, GR 4M

NELLY MUKODZERI, GR 4M

GARON BEUKES, GR 4M

NSIKA NGUBANE, GR 4M
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Grade 5

BASETSANA MOROPA, GR 5S

KATLEHO KHOLOPANE, GR 5S

KUDZAI COUTRIES, GR 5S

SIPHOKAZI KHALA, GR 5P

TEBOHO NKOSI, GR 5S

TSHOLOFELO MOKGOASI, GR 5S

KATLEHO KHOLOPANE, GR 5S

NAOMI KAZEMBE, GR 5S

TSHIAMO LEKALAKALA, GR 5S
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Grade 5

TSHIAMO LEKALAKALA, GR 5S

BRANFORD DERBYSHIRE, GR 5P

CLAUDIO FRANCISCA, GR 5S

MBALI NGWENYA, GR 5P

NTSIKA NKOSI, GR 5S

SIMPHIWE RADEBE, GR 5S

CARLA KALONDA, GR 5P

SIPHOKAZI KHALA, GR 5P

BASETSANA MOROPA, GR 5S
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Grade 6

CHELSEA-ROSE MACKENZIE, GR 6K

BOHLALE MASHEANE, GR 6K

ELLA MARRIOTT, GR 6B

KATLEHO KOENANE, GR 6B

HELEN GETAHUNE, GR 6K

TSHIAMO LEHUTSO, GR 6K

KHANYISA MAEBELA, GR 6B

THANDIWE KADZUWA, GR 6K

MPHO LAIRI, GR 6B
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Grade 6

KUTLWANO SHAI, GR 6B

NOMPUMELELO MOTSEPE, GR 6B

MORENO MDALANA, GR 6B

MPHO LAIRI, GR 6B

TSHIAMO LEHUTSO, GR 6K

BOHLALE MASHEANE, GR 6K

HELEN GETAHUNE, GR 6K

ASANTE ZWANE, GR 6K

LELETHU MABENTSELA, GR 6B
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Grade 7
You will know her name
I was awake all night … Big as a polar
bear, strong and firm all night … until …
I heard a piercing scream, coming from a
mile. Who and what could it be? It’s a mystery… Welcome to the city of Melville.

BOITUMELO KHOANYANE, GR 7B

BUHLE SKOSANA, GR 7B

The small town was placed under a curse
years ago. The evil scientist by the name
of Thrasher had placed a curse on the
small city because he forever wanted
the chambers of powers. Nobody knew
where it was except Mr and Mrs Yush,
Adam’s parents. Mr and Mrs Yush’s greatgrandparents were born with magical
superpowers somehow and they were
never to tell a single soul about this. One
afternoon, as Adam was gazing outside
his window, he heard people shouting out:
“Help us, Thrasher is here to treat us like
trash!” That very moment Adam’s mom
let out a piercing scream and his dad began
to rave as Thrasher was yelling: “Give
me the chamber of super powers! Give
it to me now!” That very moment Super
Winfrey came flying, saying: “Never fear
when Winfrey’s near!” So Thrasher and
Super Winfrey had a battle as Winfrey
pulled her cloak on, and the mask, the one
with ears almost ready, checks the lipstick,
she waits until the neighbours cheer, and
now Thrasher is too strong, I mean, after
all, she is a lady but Super Winfrey fights
back, she fights like a man and she defeats
Thrasher! The curse has been broken!
Melville is finally a free city, all thanks to
Super Winfrey!

LYNETTE KADENYI, GR 7B

OLEBOGWE MATLALA, GR 7B

So now you know her name, she’s Super
Winfrey and she’s won the battle!
ULEMU KADZUWA, GR 7B

SANDILE NDABA, GR 7B

JOSEPH KAZEMBE, GR 7B
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Grade 7
With me comes happiness

Me the little girl

Never been a curse
Never stole the purple purse
Served everyone with a smile
Even when I saw you from a mile
My heart beats first
When I think about the past
Never caused any pain
But love is what I mostly gained
My love increased every second
For you, you, you and everybody else
Followed my name Ntokozo!
Meaning happiness
With me came happiness
What I did not serve with sadness

I am a little girl
I love making an ice cream swirl
I like jelly beans
I don’t like causing scenes
Mandela said “There is no easy way to
freedom”
Of course. No one gives up when they go to
the kingdom
I am sweet, sour and succulent
I am also brilliant
My nickname is talking tom
I always start from the bottom
My name means happiness
I bring with me goodness
What else can I say
I don’t do things any way
I am short
I am good in the court
I am very good
I love food
I am a little girl
I love making an ice cream swirl

NTOKOZO TSHABALALA, GR 7B

BOITUMELO SELWADI, GR 7B

NWABISA MOYO, GR 7B

NTOKOZO TSHABALALA, GR 7B

LYNETTE KADENYI, GR 7B

ZINHLE GELUK, GR 7B

OFENTSE RATLHAGANE, GR 7B

SANDILE NDABA, GR 7B
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High School

TSHEPISO MOTLOUNG , GR 8M

RASHID KASONGO, GR 8L

GIFT NYAMA, GR 8L

REFILWE LEKWAPE, GR 8T

My eerste jaar in die hoërskool
My gunsteling-onderwyser is meneer
MacKenzie, want hy gee vir my my
gunsteling-vak.

in klasse gebeur. Soos die een dag in ’n klas
toe ’n graad agt van sy stoel afgeval en ons
baie gelag het.

die beste daarvan maak.

My beste vriend is Reamogetswe. Ek het
hom op die eerste dag van skool in die
koshuis ontmoet.

Die beste raad wat ek vir jou kan gee, is om
altyd jou beste te doen. Konsentreer op
jou werk, maar jy moet ook pret hê waar jy
kan. Die lewe is baie kort, so ’n mens moet

RAMODISE MODISE, GR 8T

Daar het deur die jaar baie snaakse dinge
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Die begin van die hoërskool is taai, maar
dit raak elke dag al hoe makliker.

ART AND WRITING

High School
My eerste jaar in
die hoërskool
Dit is my eerste jaar in Dominican
Hoërskool. Al die onderwysers in die
skool is baie vriendelik.
Al die leerlinge by Dominican is ook baie
vriendelik. Ek het hierdie jaar baie goeie
vriende gemaak. My beste vriendin is
Charity, want sy lag altyd en maak
baie grappies.
Die dinge wat ek nie sal vergeet nie, is
die a cappella-kompetisie. Die Graad
8-koorlede het ’n groep gemaak en ons was
laaste om te sing. Ons was baie bang. Ons
het nie so goed gesing nie en ek was baie
bly dat die gehoor nie vir ons gelag het nie.
Die beste raad wat ek vir nuwe graad agts
kan gee, is dat hulle baie vriende moet
maak en baie hard moet werk.
CORLENDER MUNYAWIRI, GR 8T

NEO DINKU, GR 8T

BOTSHELO EZEIFE, GR 8L

IMANI NYEZI, GR 9R

KEMISO WESSIE, GR 9E
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High School

SANDILE NDABA, GR 7B

KEDIBONE MOKGOBU, GR 9E

The abyss of my feelings and emotions
acts as an oxymoron to my endeavours.
The bigger picture is, I utterly see you
as a prolific element of beauty, but my
endeavours leave me with emptiness and
your feelings fill the void. I discern that
your beauty's disciplines, being lust and
infatuation, to diffuse easily into those
who dignify themselves through pride
and power. A huge gap from what you're
accustomed and what's offered, completely
ludicrous. Your dream, your ambitions act
as a fugitive never seen and like in today's
society, never thought of. The predilection
of your lustrous deeds see beautiful
pastures for those I reckon opposing when
you declare them to be righteous to your
wellbeing, a decline to my tenderness and
a declivity to your decline of negativity.
You equip yourself with a sense of
equality, but your equality is seen as
ignorance by me, but the core essence of
the person that you are is ever etched to
the core degree of my heart. The resilient
person that you are, the resilient attitude
that you have and the resilient tenacity of
your heart's desire are never thrust onto
the constant pondering of who I want to
be. An epilogue of the quality of a person
you are would last an eternity.

TREVLIN OLCKERS, GR 9E

MASEGO BANSTI, GR 10C

RETHABILE CHOMANE, GR 11M
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ART AND WRITING

High School

MITCHELL MPOFU, GR 10R

KEMORATILE SETSHOGWE, GR 11N

REABETSOE LEBOELE, GR 11M

Awuna sikhathi sokuqhamuka
Awumemezi, awusho uma usufikile sibona
ngawe nje uthi memfu.
Kanti uhlalela abanjani?
Ubhuti wakho ubuthongo na?
Ngoba naye akasho uma ese la.
Ufika ngokuthatha uthule, awunamlomo,
namphimbo noma ulimi.
Uyaqoqa, uyamosha uqoqa
loqoqo kabuhlungu.
Kant uhlalela abanjani?
Unjengomshanelo obutha izibi,
Yena obutha kodwa ashiye ezinye izibi.
Mhla ebuya uthatha lezibi owazishiya,
Njengawe nje uyathatha uphinde
ushiye okuncanyana.
Kanti uhlalela abanjani?

ISAAC SAYI, GR 10R

Kubanye uyafika abanye
uyabayeka isikhashana
Kubanye uyafika ngoba bekubizile
Kimina uzofikelani ngoba ngizobe
ngingakubizanga.
Awuna nembeza, nokuzelwe uyakuthatha
Awukuphi ithuba lokuphila ngoba
wena awufi.
Uyimenemene, kufa ndini!!!
Kanti uhlalela abanjani.
MBALI GUMEDE, GR 11N
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High School

ORABILE MOLEBATSE, GR 11M

Desporto Comentário
a um blogue
Concordo inteiramente contigo! Esta
juventude tem de ser avisada dos perigos da
sedentariedade. Gostei da ironia que usaste
e a tua escolha de palavras chama a atenção
para o problema.
Eu acho que as escolas não deviam oferecer
um leque de desportos. Para quê? Para
que, no fim do dia, não se note nenhuma
diferença?! Não, não, não! Eles pensam
que os computadores e as TVs são mais
importantes que a saúde. Deixemo-los ficar
o dia todo em frente de uma TV então!
Se um dia longe do Facebook é uma
eternidade para eles, então para quê castigalos? Deixem-nos engordar cada vez mais
e adoecer. Afinal não é esse o objectivo?!
Exercício físico faz mal e é desgastante.
Também, quem é quer estar aí a transpirar
e a manter-se saudável?! Perda de tempo.
A hipertensão, o colesterol, a diabetes e
outras doenças causadas pelo sedentarismo
dão-nos mais vida. Afinal de contas, quem é
que não quer fazer parte de uma estatística!
Ora, faz-nos sentir mais importantes.
Que fechem todos os ginásios e campos
de desportos! Quanto mais gordos e

NZENG DIEULV, GR 12N

preguiçosos melhor. Tenho a certeza de que
as redes sociais e os aparelhos electrónicos
vão garantir-lhes a chegada à meia-idade.
Parece que estas crianças e jovens não
percebem o nosso apelo para que mudem
um estilo de vida que causa cada vez mais
obesidade e doenças, que se devem à falta
do exercício físico.
Apelamos para que vocês jovens deixem
de viver no mundo azul do Facebook e
desfrutem dos resultados do desporto que é
muito mais colorido.
NICOLE MAGERMAN, GR 11M

TAMRY ESIRI, GR 9R
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RACHEAL KAZEMBE, GR 11K

ART AND WRITING

High School
A ride to happiness
This year our family day outing was at
Gold Reef City once again. When we
arrived, there was a crowd of enjoyment
and excitement, which at first was
confusing. The noises and sounds around
me were a bit unpleasant for my liking.
I started with my worst experience, a
ride being the Tower of Terror. I didn't
understand how some people I saw in the
line with happy smiles, about to go on a
terrifying ride, that threw me off. I ended
up seeing myself strapped onto the seats
with seven excited people, which was
emotional irritating for my liking.

BRIDGET AWA, GR 12N

Then the ride began, I started hearing the
heartbeat through my eardrums but the
people around me were just bursting in
laughter. The ride eventually ended and I
was grateful to still be alive.
As we were on our way to the pizza area, I
came across a peacock. I looked into its

THANDIWE SITHOLE, GR 12V

eyes and it opened its feathers, it seemed
like it had thousands staring at me, which
was a bit freaky, but that didn't disturb me
from going to enjoy my Hawaiian pizza.
The following ride was the tornado. I was
put off by the colour and that started to
make me nauseous. As we were spinning
I wanted to vomit because I couldn't bear
the screams and chatter from people. The
ride eventually ended and I just wanted my
day to end.
My final ride of the day was the Miner’s
Revenge. I have never been on this ride
but I was optimistic on trying it, though
my mind was already focusing on getting
home. What I enjoyed about this ride was
the genuine smiles from my family and as
they seemed to enjoy the water shooting
from sprinklers.
Overall, the day wasn’t horrible. I enjoyed
it, felt it was magical, can't ever forget
the experience.
IMANI NYEZI, GR 9R

THABISO NODANGALA, GR 12V
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ART AND WRITING

The only three things
that matter
I found the words I lived by when I was at
the lowest point of my life. When I was
not given the opportunity to do what
I wanted, I thought I was meant to do,
these words quoted from the wise Buddha
himself: “In the end, only three things
matter: how much you loved, how gently
you lived and how gracefully you let go of
things not meant for you.”
The presence of these words in my life
helped me to deal with rejection and to
realise that in life not all things you want
are destined for you. One may choose to
hold on to those things and carry grudges
or resentment. One can let them go and
realise that there is a greater power or a
supreme being out there that knows what
is meant for you and will give it to you in
due time. These words helped me realise
that while I was holding onto someone
else’s dreams mine were already awaiting
for me to see them. (It's cliché but I had
to wake up and smell the coffee). But if I
held on to the others for long mine would
eventually f loat away.
The significance of Buddha choosing
only three things that matter in the end
is humbling in the modern era. We find
ourselves being more concerned with
other things such as technology, not
realising that in the end materialistic
things won’t matter.
In the end you will be remembered
by your character. Buddha defines
the character as “how much you
love”, allowing yourself to be open to
vulnerability and trust towards others not
to be hurt or judged. “How gently you
lived”, how kind you were to people even
if they couldn't do anything for you and
how you forsake them for their mistakes,
and lastly “how gracefully you let go of
things not meant for you” choosing to
leave all the hurt and resentment behind
you and moving on to greener pastures.
Because of this quote I was able to
learn the value of a person’s character
and trying to better my own so that in the
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end many may remember what
personality I had.
Picturing myself at my lowest point in
life and trying to imagine myself without
these words to inspire my inner being.
I fear that I would have fallen into a
turmoil and lose myself to become the
opposite of who I'm today and never
dream of greatness and living in a pit of
spite and resentment. But luckily I found
inspiration and, funny enough, I found
this quote whilst I was browsing on the
net and it instantly spoke to the depth of
my soul.

Not only did I let these words inspire, I
choose to let them be the words I base my
life philosophy on. I find as an eye-opener
for I'm a Catholic. I allowed myself to be
inf luenced by the greatest Buddhist of
all time, Buddha himself. This shows the
powerful words can transcend through
religious barriers.
DIVINE CHRISTINA SSEBUNNYA, GR 12V
WINNER OF SOUTH AFRICAN COUNCIL FOR
ENGLISH EDUCATION (SACEE)
ESSAY COMPETITION

CARING FOR OTHERS

5
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

Ngiyabonga, dankie,
thank you, ke a leboha
Over the past 11 years, Dominican Convent
School has partnered with corporations,
foundations, and private individuals to
provide education counselling, housing,
food and support to over 500 orphans and
vulnerable children. Over 120 of these
students have matriculated from Dominican.
Many pursue tertiary study in scarce-skill
areas. Others head straight into the world of

work, breaking the generational cycle
of poverty.
In 2014, 85 children were supported by
the Orphans and Vulnerable Children
Programme. In addition to education,
these children received a variety of
services based on their needs: visits to
the doctor, counselling, meals, a place

of safety to live, spectacles, university
applications, dental care, transportation
to school, books, uniforms and more.
Thank you to all of our “stars” who give
these children the foundation they need to
be part of South Africa’s transformation.
You are an inspirational light to all of us.

“You are the stars that shine so brightly every night and
morning. My family and I are so grateful for taking me to a
school that will provide a better future. I hope one day I too
can help people have a better education.”
NAOMI KAZEMBE, GR 5S

2014 BENEFACTORS
AKHA BEE Trust
Bearing Vision
Ms Anne Lynch
Dame Hilary Cropper Charitable Foundation
Davies Foundation
Deutsche Bank
Dominican Sisters
DRA Engineering
Epoch and Optima Trusts
Flow Communications
Hannover Re
iSchool Africa
Johannesburg Stock Exchange
JP Morgan South Africa
MINI South Africa
Mr Mike Leeming
Mahogany Private Equity
Nedbank Foundation
Mr Mike Parsons
Sir Harold Hood Foundation
Sir Richard Branson and Virgin Unite
Stowe School, UK
Solon Foundation
Think Ahead
Zenex Foundation
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KGOSI NEIGHBOURHOOD FOUNDATION

Growing in hope

120
50

CHILDREN FED
AND EDUCATED

GRADUATES GOING
TO GRADE 1

The year in review
With the support of businesses,
foundations and individuals, the Kgosi
Neighbourhood Foundation (KNF)
continued to transform the lives of people
living in poverty in the Jeppestown and
Belgravia neighbourhoods. KNF has
assisted more than 550 families since it was
founded in 2004.
The KNF Wings of Hope School offered
120 children free pre-school education and
eduplay sessions. Of these children, 50 will
graduate from pre-school and will enter
local government schools in 2015. The
Foundation also continued its practice of

developing parents in the neighbourhood
who aspire to become pre-school teachers,
by accepting two new interns for training.

Special stories of hope
After training at Cotlands in 2014, KNF
offered its own eduplay sessions to 20
children aged 2 to 4, twice a week.
Discovery volunteers partnered with KNF
in 2014, providing the infrastructure and
support for the first toy library in our
community, an iPad lab for our learners
in 2015, and the establishment of a third
community garden.

The KNF sewing project moved forward
with great energy. Parent volunteers made
hundreds of hand puppets as part of an
anti-xenophobia education programme.
These puppets were then shipped across
the nation for use in Catholic schools.

Looking forward
In 2015, the KNF will open a new facility
for childcare and parent-empowerment
programmes. KNF hopes to double the
number of children and adults in its circle
of care by the end of 2015.
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MANDELA DAY

Leading lives of significance
“What counts in life is not the mere fact
that we have lived. It is what difference we
have made to the lives of others that will
determine the significance of the life we
lead.” – NELSON MANDELA
As we commemorate and celebrate the
life and legacy of Nelson Mandela and all
those who fought for our democracy, let’s
be reminded that acts of kindness should
not only be done on 18 July but at each
opportunity afforded to us. We would like
to thank our parents and learners who
unselfishly donated second-hand clothing
to be distributed to various charities as part
of our outreach initiative.

St James gave us a protea tree, symbolising
growth, not only for our school but for
the broader community and our country
as well.
As we continue our daily journey of
making South Africa a better place for

all and instilling values of love, peace
and hope, let us, as the family of
Dominican, strive to leave behind a legacy
to eradicate social injustices, in all its
forms, on a daily basis.
DEIDRE MACKENZIE, HOD: PRE-PRIMARY

The Pre-school learners handed over the
peace plant to the learners of St James as a
symbol of our constant collaboration with
them as a school community. The plant
symbolises faith and hope for all people in
our communities. In return, learners from

Celebrating Mandela
Day at DCS
On 18 July the Grade 2s made cards
(with flowers and lollipops on them) as a
treat for the less fortunate people in our
community, whom we had collected old
clothes for. This is the outreach we decided
on for our 67 minutes.
ZINHLE ZUZE, GR 2M
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Our hero, Nelson Mandela
It was a heart-warming experience to see how willing people are to give to those less
fortunate when I was collecting clothes and asking people for handouts. It was a timeconsuming process, yet worth it in the end.
As Mandela said: “There is no easy walk to freedom anywhere, and many of us will
have to pass through the valley of the shadow of death again and again before we reach
the mountaintops of our desires.” My desire was to give clothes to young people who are
less fortunate.
BASETSANA MOROPA, GR 5S

COMMUNITY AND ENVIRONMENT

DCS community
Raising awareness
about disability
Domican Convent raised money for People
for Awareness on Disability Issues
(PADI), an organisation that educates
and creates awareness about matters
relating to disability.
PADI aims to change society’s perceptions
about people with disabilities, enabling
non-disabled people to understand their
needs and aspirations, and to create
awareness that people with disabilities
are capable, independent and valuable
contributors to society. PADI does this
through personal interaction, campaigns
and getting press coverage.
On 8 July, Tshegofatso Mantsho (Gr 9R),
on behalf of the High School, presented
Ms Sandy Heyman, PADI director, with
a cheque – money collected through the
High School’s charity drive. Ms Heyman
thanked the school and said PADI would
use the funds to educate learners in
marginalised schools in Soweto.

Ms Heyman not only inspired us, but she
taught us to embrace our abilities, our
perfections and our flaws. Through her,
this quote by Maya Angelou came alive
for me: “If you are always trying to be
normal, you will never know how
amazing you can be.”
NOMPUMELELO MOKHABELA, GR 12V

Ms Heyman was funny and she made us
laugh. We learnt how to communicate
with deaf people and to treat people with
disabilities the same.
MICHEL MAHLANGU, GR 9S

Ms Heyman was an inspiration to us
all. She made us realise that we all have
disabilities – some of us can’t see properly
or have hearing disabilities.
ABIGAIL MOKGOBU, GR 9E

Ms Heyman made us realise that a person
with a disability is an important member of
the community, just as we are.
NTOMBENHLE MAVIMBELA, GR 9M

Enviro club
Working behind the scenes, the enviro
club strives to help our school be
“greener”. Our efforts satisfy the hunger
in us to make a difference. We meet just
once a week and the afternoon is always
well-utilised for nature.
PRINCESS MOYO, GR 10R
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COMMUNITY AND ENVIRONMENT

SPCA visit
On 28 February the SPCA visited the
Pre-school. Aunty Angie spoke about the
importance of caring for animals. She
brought a blanket, bowl, brush, toy and
food, explaining to learners that they need
these items to take care of their animals.
You also have to take your animal for a
walk every day to get exercise. Thereafter,
Aunty Angie showed the children a ginger
kitten. The learners’ eyes lit up and some
were scared but also very excited. Aunty
Angie explained to learners the benefit
of having a cat at home – they catch mice
and rats.
Did you know that cats do not like water?
Cats bath themselves using their tongues.
If a cat’s ears are pointed backwards and its
tail is down you have to leave the cat alone,
but if the cat’s ears are pointed upwards
and its tail is up in the air, it means the
cat is happy. Each learner had a turn to
touch the kitten, it felt warm and soft, and
purred. Learners received a toy cat and an
animal book to take home. The teachers
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and learners would like to thank the SPCA
for visiting the Pre-school and for the
lovely gifts; the learners really appreciated

it. We won’t forget to take good care of
our animals.
SUSAN STEYN, GR R TEACHER

OUT IN THE WORLD

6
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OUT IN THE WORLD

Life and living
Puppet show

Ronald McDonald visits Pre-school

The Pre-school learners watched and
thoroughly enjoyed a puppet show about
transport. The learners were excited and
curious about what was to follow. As they
watched, their eyes lit up. They eagerly
participated in answering questions
and helped Ms Margaret find the
missing present.

On 13 June McDonald’s and Metro FM teamed up for the charity drop-off and the children
enjoyed every moment. The faces of the 112 children lit up when they realised that Ronald
McDonald had come to visit the Pre-school. He managed to put smiles on everyone’s faces,
including the teachers!
The magic show had everyone in awe and had the children asking for more. Not only did
Ronald bring Egg McMuffins and hats for everyone, but he even took time to sing with the
children and play on the jungle gyms outside.

Sci-Bono
The Grade 2 learners were invited to
participate in the Sci-Bono Discovery
Centre Enquiring Minds programme
in February. Soon after their arrival,
everyone was engrossed in learning how
light bulbs work. After that, the children
lay flat on their backs in the planetarium
learning how to identify the planets and
star constellations. Before they could fall
asleep, dinosaurs that actually opened their
mouths and roared scared them onward to
an activity room where they made butterfly
life-cycle displays.
The learners concluded their busy day
building a house. They laid the foundation,
packed bricks to build walls, used a crane
to hoist bricks to the top story, and pushed
wheelbarrows full of bricks around.
I liked the planetarium because we saw
constellations. I loved Orion’s belt. I did not
see Leo. Did you know that you can tell
time using the stars?
PHEMELO RATLHAGANE, GR 2S

My favourite part of the visit to Sci-Bono
was where I learnt about electricity. There
was a trigger to pull and push. It switched
light bulbs on and off.
MOTLATSI MABETA, GR 2S
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I am me
Self-esteem, restored confidence, poise,
respect for our bodies, and a new outlook
were the themes of the Dove self-esteem
talk that the Grade 5 to 7 girls attended.
The learners were encouraged to be
positive and portray a confident outlook
on life.
I learnt something new today; I should not
change the way I look, but change the way
I see.
MERON GETAHUNE, GR 5P

Make-up doesn’t enhance the natural ME!
ZINHLE GELUK, GR 7B

Day at the Pretoria Zoo
We were all excited as we hopped onto
the bus, heading to Pretoria. We sang
and made merry as we travelled. We saw
different birds, animals and reptiles. We
could identify the “big five” which we
learnt about during our natural sciences
lessons (lions, leopards, buffalo, rhinos and
elephants). It was a fun-filled day.
JEENA MARRIOTT, GR 4C

We were sad to see the pictures of rhinos
being poached and the suffering they
go through.
OFENTSE TSHEHLA, GR 4C

The white lions were so adorable and we
were even given a huge roar.
KHOTHATSO NYANDENI, GR 4C

OUT IN THE WORLD

Grade 6 SABC outing
My day at the SABC was astonishing.
We had a two-hour tour of the place. We
first had a chat about TV shows and all
the radio stations they have. The thing
that surprised me the most was how they
made money. They told us many ways of
making money and the one I never knew
was adverts were paid for. After that we
moved to the news and radio stations. I got
to sit on one of the Morning Live chairs. The
radio station I got to see was Lesedi FM,
and how they make calls and play music.
Then we got to the studios where they
showed us everything they used as
furniture and backgrounds. Then the
exciting part came – we met Mam Ruby,
MJ and Sbusiso Dlomo. The thing I learnt
there was that they use a blue sheet for

Leeto ka Gautrain
Re tlohile sekolong ka bese ya sekolo, ho
kganna Ntate Francis. Ha re le tseleng
ra hopola hore re siile ditekete sekolong,
empa ha re a dieha hohang, ra kgona ho
kgutla tsa latwa ka pelenyana. Ha re qeta
ho dinka ke ha re kgutlela tseleng. Re ne
re thabile ebile re ikutlwisa monate ka
ho bina le ho mamela dipina mehaleng
ya letheka. Re utlwile talente ka nnete,
Kutlwano le Siphokazi ba binne ha monate.
Ra fihla hee Park Station.
Re fihlile Park Station hantle ka nako,
ra tshwara terene e tla re isa Sandton ho
tloha Park Station. Pele re palama terene,
mosuwetsana Sithole a re rekela ditekete e
mmala wa kgauta. Ha re kena o tshwanetse
ho fitisa tekete ya hao sekeneng e be e bula
menyako o bo o kena ka tereneng. Ka hare
ho hlwekile hona. Ha re a tshwanela ho ja
ka tereneng. Ha hona letlakala le le le leng.
Ho hotle haholo ka Gautrain ke gauta ya
nnete. Re ratile ka tereneng, e ne e le pono
e ntle ebile e thabisang haholo.

the weather to appear on. On the side
are monitors used to look at the weather,
so they tell the weather man or woman
to wear no blue or the map will appear
on their clothing and people will see it is
fake. That is how my day was at the SABC.
OLERATO MODIPA, GR 6K

Grade 6K and Grade 6B went to the SABC
on 7 February. It was so nice because we
learnt a lot of things and saw Sbusiso
Dlomo and MJ from SABC, as well as KK.
I learnt that every advert that shows costs
R100 000, even for repeats. I also learnt that
any show they produce will show three
months later. It was such a delight going to
the SABC.
ASANTE ZWANE, GR 6K

A visit from the San
fetile seteishene sa Malboro, re palame
bese ya gautrain ya re fetisa Emperor’s
Palace, empa re ne re feta feela. Yaba re
kena ka hare ha boemafofane ba Olver
Thambo.Re kene ho boemafofane ra
sheba difofane di fofane di tsamaisa batho
, re bone sefofane sa Khulula, SAA le
sa Britane. Sefofane ke mofuta o mong
wa dipalanngwang hoo ho bohlokwa
haholo. Ha re ne re ya hodimo ra sebedisa
sepalangwang se seng se bitswang
lifti. Ho ne honale batho ba bangata ka
boemafofane jwalo ka tlwaelo, ho ne ho
thabisa haholo.
Re kgutletse sekolong ka bese ha re qeta ho
ja dijo tse monate kwana Wimpy. Re jele
hamonate re iketlile, re itshwere hantle.
Ha re fihla sekolong mosuwetsana Sithole
a kgetha nna hore ke be moemedi wa
sehlopha sa 7, hore ke ngole lengolo ho
leboha bakeng sa rona kaofela. Ke ratile
leeto lena haholo.
BOITUMELO SELWADI, GR 7B

The Grade 5 learners were introduced to
two San ladies. Their names were Nikita
and Naomi and they are real San ladies.
We learnt so much about the culture and
lifestyle of these amazing people. They
wore traditional skirts that were made out
of animal skin and covered in handmade
ostrich-eggshell beads. The language
spoken by the San is called Xhun
and is very different to anything we have
ever heard.
It was fascinating as we listened to how the
San spoke and the music they played using
their instruments as well as their songs
they sung. It was awesome as some of
our friends joined the San on a “hunting”
expedition – they move in total silence!
To teach us how they hunt, the San shot a
box, which portrayed their kill, with a
bow and arrow. We learnt so much from
this experience.
SIMNIKIWE DHLAMINI AND
MBALI NGWENYA, GR 5P

Ha re fihla Sandton re palame gautrain
hape, ho ne ho thotse ho se na batho. Re
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EXCURSIONS

Life and living
Trip to the zoo
The Grade 8 natural science learners went to the Johannesburg Zoo to better understand
the interactions and interdependence between species in the environment. Particular
emphasis was placed upon endangered species, evolutionary adaptations, and biodiversity.
Our outing to the Johannesburg Zoo opened my eyes. I really enjoyed it because we got to
know more about endangered species globally, like the polar bear, and endangered South
African species, like the black rhino, wild dog, riverine rabbit and more.
OFENTSE SEKOBELA, GR 8T

My trip to the zoo was fun-filled yet educational. I enjoyed touching crocodile skin for the
first time. It felt very rough and made me feel uncomfortable – perhaps because it came
from such a dangerous reptile.
SAMUKELE NGEMA, GR 8B

Lesotho visit
Over the midterm break, the Grade 12
Sesotho learners experienced Lesotho’s
engaging mountains, friendly people, and
cultural heritage imbued with courage and
wisdom. On Friday, the learners journeyed
to the Mohale Dam that provides SA with
high-quality water. On Saturday, the group
visited the Thababosiu cultural village and
climbed the mountain to see the graves of
all the kings, including the grave

of Moshoeshoe, founder of the Basotho
nation. Some learners even did horseback
riding. The long weekend culminated
in Sunday Mass at a Catholic church in a
small village. The learners enjoyed the
service so much they didn't even notice
that it took four hours!
NTHABISENG SELIBE

Lesotho was a great experience. We learnt
about our history and my highlight was

Thababosiu, where we saw graves of the
past kings. King Moshoeshoe was a very
wise man, and this I realised because of his
strategising. I could do this all over again.
TEBOHO SEKOLI, GR 12R

In Lesotho we witnessed all kinds of
mountains and soil erosion, which we
learn of and only see photos of in text
books, but this time it was for real.
KATLEHO THAMAE, GR 12N

Vaal Dam visit
On Thursday, 20 March, Dominican
Convent’s Grade 10 geography learners
went to the Vaal Dam to get an insight
into the impact of recent rain. Seeing
the Vaal Dam sluices open was a first for
most learners. The tour proved not only
to be inspiring and educational, but also
refreshing, as geography was taken out
of the classroom. It is the Humanities
Department’s desire to continue exposing
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learners to relevant real-life geographical
and historical places by taking them on
tours and excursions.
TAPIWA MAVEDZENGE

The trip to the Vaal Dam was a real eyeopener for me, because it showed me how
much work and energy are put into getting
me a glass of water every day.
ZANELE SIMANGO, GR 10C

Being at the Vaal Dam for the first time
in my life was a wonderful experience. I
was overwhelmed by it, because I've only
heard about the Vaal Dam in the media,
on TV and in newspapers. I learnt that the
Vaal Dam is one of the reservoirs for the
Gauteng province, giving us access to clean
purified water.
ONTLAMETSE PHALATSE, GR 10M

EXCURSIONS

Choir sings at election results announcement
The choir was invited to sing at the national voting ceremony that took place in Pretoria. The experience was amazing! We
received a warm welcome and the dignitaries loved our performance. I got the feeling that our songs reflected on the potential
changes that the ruling party could implement. It was great to have young people singing those songs. Personally, I loved being
among all the influential leaders and I hope that we represented our school well. It was an amazing opportunity and, for that, I'm
extremely grateful.
MBALI MAHLANGU, GR 11N

Prison tour
It's often said that experience is the
best teacher, but during our prison
tour it became apparent that, for some,
experience is the only teacher.
The visit to Leeuwkop prison was an
enlightening experience. Upon our
arrival I felt a range of different emotions,
anxiety and fear of the unknown being
the most prominent. Our tour began at
the juvenile centre, where the inmates
ranged from burglars to thirteen-year-old
rapists. Their rowdiness made me feel
uneasy – not because they were criminals,
but because had they taken a different

route they could have possibly been my
peers. The only thing differentiating us
from them was our “uniform of honour”
versus what they call their “uniform of
shame”. A couple of them shared stories
of the daily life of being an inmate, from
having to swallow money to smuggle it
in to snitching on inmates to officials in
exchange for an extra meal.
After this we made our way to the
medium-security section, which made
juvie seem like child's play. Grown men
are expected to wake up at 4am, eat
breakfast, attend lessons, and then have

their final meal for the day at about 1pm.
Overall, there was a common thought
among all the speakers – that they had
all succumbed to rather extreme
peer pressure. They all have stories to
tell – stories that could potentially prevent
others from making the same mistakes
they did.
I suppose what I'm getting at is that some,
if not the majority of inmates, aren't
necessarily bad people; they just happen
to be people who made bad decisions.
BOIPELO MONTOEDI, GR 10S
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SA AMBASSADORS, GLOBAL CITIZENS

Life and living

New horizons
The Stowe scholars 2014/2015 selection
proved to be as exciting and challenging as
those of the previous six years. This year
we welcomed Peter Deakin and Genna
Bonner. They spent a week observing and
interviewing Grade 9 pupils and finally
made a shortlist of 10 learners who all had to
write the Stowe entrance examination. The
selection process was exceptionally difficult.
It was announced at the High School
assembly on 2 April that the following
children would go to Stowe for the
following academic year:
•
•
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Gislaine Batubenge
Thabang Khambule
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•
•
•

Mpho Manalo
Nonhlanhla Maclare
Neo Mayeza

They departed for Stowe at the end of
August 2014, in time to start their new
school year in the United Kingdom.
The accompanying staff members were
Graham Howarth and Lyn Fortmann, as
we need continuous synergy between the
schools’ maths and science syllabi.
We would like to congratulate the scholars
and thank everyone who contributed to the
selection process.
RENATA HAYWOOD

We welcomed our 2013/2014 Stowe scholars
back to school in the second term.
From day one to the last day you learn
something new; things you never
thought of, whether cultural, academic or
geographical. One of the most important
skills the Branson scholarship programme
teaches you, is diplomatic relations, which
is essential in one’s life. One also gets to
experience the culture and society.
RODNEY MOSES, GR 10M

SA AMBASSADORS, GLOBAL CITIZENS

My experience at Stowe
I’m forever grateful for the opportunity I
had to go to Stowe. Ten months of being a
Stoic felt like a lifetime. There was never
a dull moment or a moment of slumber.
The time at Stowe made me realise the
value of the people in my life because I
was away from them. Stowe gave me what
I lacked before: individuality. When you
are in a place where the culture is different
from yours, you learn to find yourself and
explore what characteristics make you who
you are.
The best thing about Stowe is the friends
I made. Friends are one of the most vital
things for a teenager’s development.
Meeting the people I met broadened my
mind. Trying things that I wouldn't have
dared to try in South Africa has helped me
grow significantly.
PRINCESS MOYO, GR 10R
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The continuity of friendship
I arrived at the Dominican Convent School
straight from the overnight flight from
London to Johannesburg, met by the
friendly face of one of the school’s drivers.
The joy of being back in South Africa
was overwhelming.
DCS has a magnetic effect on me and I
always look forward to coming back here.
From my very first visit I have felt a passion
for your school – a school that has the most
amazing ethos.
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I stay in contact with all the former Stowe
learners to find out how they are catching
up on their studies here. This year it was
with great pleasure that I attended the
matric ball again, a truly wonderful event.
I think it is harder for the Stowe learners to
return to school life here, than it is for them
going to Stowe. The learners find the yearly
meeting very valuable. When past and
future learners meet with me, it becomes a
“wash-up session” with lots of laughs.

I feel it is important for Stowe learners to
stay in contact with friends at home, and,
once they’re back, also stay in contact with
people they’ve met while in the UK. With
social media being what it is today, friends
made on this programme can remain
friends for life.
MS CLARE HILL-HALL

SA AMBASSADORS, GLOBAL CITIZENS

Father Andrew Moss
Father Andrew Moss from St Richard’s
parish, Chichester, United Kingdom,
together with Ms Diana Beamish
from Mercy House, Bez Valley, visited
Dominican Convent School. Fr Andrew’s
parish has adopted Mercy House as one
of its charities, enabling Mercy House to
enrol children at DCS for over a decade.
Fr Andrew met senior staff members and
the three pupils his parish sponsors, and
Ms Beamish took him on a guided tour of
the school. They started in the art class,
where Nzeng Dieulv showed his works of
art on canvas as well as the animated and
editorial film he had created and directed,
and ended in the music department where
Fr Andrew accompanied one of our young
violinists on the piano. We hope that one
day the opportunity will arise for our
choir and marimba band to visit St Philip
Howard Catholic High School to perform
for the parishioners of St Richard’s.
RENATA HAYWOOD

Visitors

Father Andrew Moss

Ricardo Sepulveda
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HIGH SCHOOL TOURS

Adventure and team building
GRADE 8 | Thaba Morula | North West
I learnt so much about trees, and the obstacles were really a joy. Overall, we
learnt that we are better together.
BOIKARABELO TLADI, GR 8B

GRADE 9 | Konka | North West
Going on tour was quite spectacular. We had a lot of fun while doing the
activities and quite enjoyed the food that we were given.
LUVUYO-UNATHI NYAMATHE, GR 9S
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GRADE 10 | Serobe | Free State
Everyone looked forward to the mini matric dance that had been organised for
us. It was the highlight of the week after our long walk in the blazing sun. Even
the kitchen staff at Serobe popped out to take pictures of us, as we looked
really exquisite.
KATLEGO KHOZA, GR 10R

GRADE 11 | Camp Discovery | Gauteng
I learnt a lot about the different flora and fauna found in South Africa. I was also
enlightened on how I can live harmoniously with nature and find peace even
though the lives we live are so fast.
BONGUMUSA MBATHA, GR 11K
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OUT IN THE WORLD

Reaching out to our community
Mini councillors 2014
Congratulations to Buhle Skosana and
Thuto Koenane on being elected as 2014
Mini Councillors.
Our first big drive was to collect Easter
eggs. We were aiming for a target of 5 000
Easter eggs, which the Dominican families,
in their generosity, exceeded. We thank
you all for that. These were added to the
Easter eggs collected by the other
Mini Councillors and donated to 100
different charities. Thank you for your
continuous support.
BUHLE SKOSANA AND THUTO KOENANE, GR 7B

Relationships, reputation and communication
The PR team has certainly grown since
its inception in 2013. This year saw a
team of about 20 full-time members,
assisted by many part-time team members.
We assisted on registration days, at
Foundation Phase athletics and on
parent information days. Other internal
events included:
•

The scholarship morning, where team
members assisted academic staff in
the classrooms, welcomed and took
prospective parents and pupils on
tours, and served refreshments

•

The boarding-experience weekend
where the PR team, boarding prefects,
full-time boarders and staff worked
as a team to make sure our guests
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experienced a full and stimulating
weekend
•

The alumni reunion – a morning of
reminiscing and friendship renewal,
entertainment, sport and a shared meal

We also represented the school at
exhibitions at Broadhurst Primary School
in Gaborone and in Gauteng at Kenton
Primary School, Monument Primary
School, Bedfordview Primary School and
The Glen Shopping Centre. A few girls
were invited to experience a working
morning at Flow Communications, an
integrated communications agency, for the
Cell C Take a Girl Child to Work Day.
PR and marketing involve a lot of work
behind the scenes and team members

assisted with administrative tasks
and preparations necessary for the
success of events. Discussions about
school marketing, brand management,
relationships and communication gave
all of us insight into the importance
of marketing and the role PR team
members, and everyone in the Dominican
family, play in promoting our school.
Team members set a good example
and encouraged fellow learners to be
representatives of and ambassadors for
our school. After all, a school is about the
people, not the buildings, and we have a
wonderful school with a unique story to
share with the world.
RENATA HAYWOOD

DOMINICAN FAMILY
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DOMINICAN FAMILY

Life and living
Fun for all at family braai
Tremendous energy filled all corners of
Dominican Convent School on Saturday,
25 January, as a record number of parents
came to campus to enjoy time with other
members of our Dominican family.
Parents of the youngest kids enjoyed the
Foundation Phase inter-house athletic
competition in Murray Park. Parent
information sessions and workshops
followed. High School parents had the
opportunity to learn about monitoring
their children’s schoolwork on their
iPads at a hands-on iPad 101 session with
facilitator Tal Slome. After the information
sessions, everyone headed out to the lawns
and braai stands for food, fellowship, fun
and music.

Dominican family

First day of school

Registration

Grade 8 orientation and pool party
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High tea
The high tea, held on Saturday, 5 April, in
the school hall, proved to be an inspiring
morning for all who attended. From the
beautiful words of a poet and the lovely
voices of singers and our choir, to the
exciting designs that were modelled on
the ramp, all contributed towards a rich
experience enjoyed by participants and the
audience alike.
Thank you to the many sponsors who
made this event possible: Blue Door
Hairdesign, Nail & Beauty, Media24,
Oprah Magazine, Keavannah beauty salon,
Condé Nast Independent Magazines,
Harper’s Restaurant, Strawberry, Lisof
Design School and Beyers Chocolates.
DR AMELIA LIMA

The different themed tables were a
kaleidoscope of colour. The atmosphere
was enchanting. What a wonderful way to
spend time with friends and family.
AYANDA AFRICA, GR 12V

The performances displayed multiple
talents across the spectrum of the
entertainment industry.
SMANGA MTHETWA, GR 11W

Funky hair and shoes

Fashion shows

Valentine’s day
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BOARDING LIFE

A home away from home
We say thank you
•

•

•

•

•

Thank you to the school board, Mr
Thiel and Mr Howarth for their
commitment to the boarding school
Thank you, in particular, to the
housemasters who have addressed
issues within their control
Thank you to the boarding staff who
have put up with the mood swings of
teenagers in their care
Thank you to Fedics staff for preparing
meals and putting up with the
sometimes selective diet of students
Thank you to the laundry staff who
have never missed a deadline, and for
extremely white shirts

Academics
The academic potential of each boarder
will always remain a priority of the
boarding establishment. To this end the
extra lessons offered by the maths interns
were crucial in addressing any shortfalls in
this subject, especially for Grades 8 and 9.
This aspect of the boarding house will
improve in the future, with day staff being
brought in to assist boarders in other
learning areas.

Constant challenges
We still have a few pressing needs, but
not as many as five years ago.

Boarders hard at work
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In the boarding house
These include:
• Employment of a nurse to deal with
the medical needs of boarders
• We could do with replacing some of
the furniture
• Entertainment for term boarders
over weekends

Upgrades
Over the past eight years there have
been constant improvements to the
infrastructure of the school, including
the boarding house. This year was no
different: the dining room, kitchen
and scullery all received much-needed
attention. As a result the three-week
menu has been improved. In addition, the
dormitories received a new coat of paint,
while the electricity supply was upgraded,
making sure that we meet current health
and safety regulations.

Beyond 2014
It would be unrealistic to suggest that the
boarding house will be perfect next year,
but it certainly is a goal that we will be
working towards during the course of 2015
and beyond.

My name is Jabulani Lebewane. I am 11
years old. Now I am in Grade 4. When I
came to this school in 2011 I was so happy.
I liked to play and enjoyed my first day
of school with new friends. I was happy in
the boarding house. Aunty Matilda was
very kind to me as I was a little shy. The
first three days Miss Busi was my teacher.
At that time I was in Grade 1. My favourite
sport was basketball, everybody was
kind to me, I had six friends in the
boarding house.
In term one and two, I did very well in my
subjects. There was a day when Mr Moore
told us that we were in trouble. They took
us into the hall and we could not believe
our eyes that it was a surprise party, it was
nice and exciting.
I became a full-term boarder at a young
age. It was not easy at first, but I had to live
with it until now. I am now used to it in a
way that I feel like this is my home. This
taught me that raising a child does not only
need biological parents but any parent who
is caring, loving and has dedication. .
Now it is 2014 and I am in grade 4 and I
wish to stay in the boarding house until I
finish matric.
JABULANI LEBEWANE, GR 4

BOARDING LIFE

Boarding experience weekend

Boarding parents info morning

Premier League

Union buildings

Boarding experience weekend
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I am in the boarding house. I came here
in 2008 between the ages of five and six
when I was in Grade R. I had no idea of
where I was and trying to discover where
I really was.
Having to separate from my family was
sad in a way that I thought the world was
falling apart, however, as a child it didn’t
bother me much until I was left with a
noisy crowd of students. I was very young
and was used to staying with my mom. I
did not know that I was about to discover
and experience new love and a different
life. If I still remember properly they
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were in the dining room when I arrived.
I felt nervous and told my mom that you
are taking me back home, but my mom
talked to the staff members to help me. I
remember Miss Steyn, Sister Imelda, Aunty
Matilda and Aunty Molly.
As time went by I started getting used to a
new home and making new friends as well.
There were a lot of us in one dorm.
On your birthday you would get a chocolate
and we also had Christmas parties. I won’t
forget the time when Mr Moore called us
into the hall. When we got there, we could

not believe our eyes as we realised that it
was a surprise Christmas party.
I got inspired by so many people in the
boarding house, especially their academic
progress. We also have good leaders who
led by example, which makes us to also
wish to become future leaders.
I see a lot of improvement every single
year, which is still continuing. I am
looking forward to staying in the
boarding house until I finish school at
Dominican Convent.
PERTUNIA MASHILOANE, GR 6B

DOMINICAN FAMILY

Alumni reunion
association forward. Guests were taken
through a brief journey of the school’s
recent history by Mr Horn. Mr Sobreira
and Mr Howarth then handed prestigious
awards to two of our “old boys”. The
2013 Veritas Award went to Kutlwano
Mokhele for outstanding achievement and
upholding the Dominican ethos, and the
Summa Cum Laude Award to Christopher
Ryan for outstanding achievement in
swimming. The assembly ended with the
alumni proudly singing the school song.

Saturday 31 May finally arrived and,
together with the sun, the palpable feeling
of excitement and anticipation rose. Today
old friends were going to meet again!

classmates and teachers, guests sipped on
cooldrinks and were entertained by our
High School choir. Many guests joined the
choir in the happy celebration.

Dominican Convent School looked festive
with balloons all over. As guests arrived
the sound of marimbas and the beat of
drums drew them towards the hall where
they were assisted to register and were
given pens, magazines and a copy of the
school song as memorabilia.

Sr Katy did the opening prayer and
Sr Maureen, the Dominican Sisters’
Congregation representative on our Board
of Governors and also a former student,
welcomed all. Mr Howarth explained
the importance of having an alumni
association and invited alumni to contact
the school for assistance in taking the

Whilst waiting for the arrival of old

Lunch was a delicious braai. While friends
ate, drank and mingled, the marimba band,
drummers, choir and a cappella groups
entertained. The alumni enjoyed sharing
stories about their school years. Our oldest
former student, Sr Margaret, matriculated
from Dominican Convent in 1947. How the
school has changed since those days! Some
wandered through the school building
in groups, reminiscing. For the energetic
there were netball matches against our
senior pupils and staff.
The day ended all too quickly and
goodbyes were said at 3pm, with promises
to meet again in the not-too-distant future
RENATA HAYWOOD

The choir still sings so beautifully.
KIM MARX, CLASS OF 2003

Amazing journey down memory lane!
MARGARET LE ROUX, CLASS OF 1965
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CAMPUS COMMUNITY

School networking
Pre-schools tea
A total of 43 guests from 16 pre-schools
attended the Dominican Convent School
annual pre-schools tea on 30 July. Everyone
enjoyed the function and the engaging
presentation by McGill Scott about
attention and concentration challenges
in young children. A network session
followed and many visitors took the
opportunity to tour the Primary School
and Pre-school.
RENATA HAYWOOD

Thank you so much for the lovely tea.
The talk was so informative and
interesting. We really enjoyed it and
learned a lot.
DEBBIE THEUNISSEN
PRINCIPAL, PEBBLES PRE-SCHOOL

Headmaster’s primary
schools luncheon
Principals and staff members from
primary schools far and wide joined us for
lunch on 25 September to meet Graham
Howarth and strengthen the synergy and
relationship between not only their schools
and ours, but also between all primary
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schools. A thought-provoking introductory
address by our principal led to interesting
conversation about education today – in
both state and independent schools – and
about what and where the focus of schools
should lie. It is people, not buildings, that
make up a school. Teachers are educators
and every child has the right to quality
education that encourages and enables

him or her to excel to the best of his or
her unique ability. Academic, cultural and
sporting interactions between the schools
were planned. Gatherings like these will
have a positive impact on our relationships,
and ultimately education, and we look
forward to meeting again in the near
future and growing our luncheon, enabling
more and more schools to participate.

CAMPUS COMMUNITY

Awesome August Day
What an appropriate name for this
awesome day! Everyone had a wonderful
time, and all the Pre-school and
Foundation Phase learners had their faces
painted. Children, big and small, were
running from one activity to the next.
Fun inflatables included an exciting
rocket, high slide, water rollers and a
gladiator castle.
Elizabeth Chimedza, Grade 1, said: “When
I first went on the rocket I thought it was
scary, but it was great fun to go up in the
air.” Oratile Mogase, Grade 1, added: “I
tried to walk in the roller on the water,
but it was very difficult”. Alyssa Tyler,

Grade 1, agreed: “When you stand up, you
fall down again.”
There was lots of food to choose from:
cakes, cupcakes and much, much more.
Guests were entertained by ballet dancers,
drumming and marimba bands, and the
choir. Karaoke was great fun with adults
and children testing their singing and
dancing skills! In the evening, pupils from
Grade 7 to matric enjoyed the disco.
Parents also commented on the great day,
many saying it has been the best family fun
day yet.

Melanie Mahanzu, a parent, wrote:
“Thank you once more for the invite; my
kids really had fun on Saturday. It was such
a well-organised event. We also enjoyed
music from the High School students and
the food. We liked everything about the
day and enjoyed every moment.”
Amanda Beukes, HOD: Foundation
Phase, said: “When I arrived at school
this morning, the Grade 1 learners came
running to me asking if we could have
this again this Saturday! That is proof how
much the learners enjoyed their day.”

Bring a parent to school
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MATRIC FAREWELL

The Roaring Twenties
The matric dance of 2014, set in the
bygone era of the Roaring Twenties,
was a froth of feathers and pearls. As
the sounds of the Charleston and the
Foxtrot swirled around the hall, elegant
Grade 12s were welcomed to their final
school event.
We enjoyed the spectacle of the night,
and the dancing of our teachers. It was
a beautiful evening organised by the
matric dance committee and Dr Lima, to
whom our appreciative thanks go for all
their hard work.
AYANDA AFRICA, GR 12V

The matric dance reminded me of
the fact that, despite our trials and
tribulations, we can still take a moment's
respite to have fun as a group.
LESEGO RAMASODI, GR 12N
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Farewell
When I made the difficult decision last year
to move to new challenges, I knew that
Dominican Convent School had changed
my life. From the day I arrived for my
interview in 2004, it was obvious to me that
while no school is perfect, this one had
(to re-focus John Legend’s lyrics) all the
“perfect imperfections” to make it a very
special place.
What Dominican offers to all who work,
learn and interact here, is the chance to
be ourselves, no matter how imperfect we
may be. This school challenges us to stretch
bravely in new directions, but also
to remember that it is relationships
between people that count most in our
imperfect world.
I have watched many people dream, find
their passions, and work very hard here to
achieve to their potential.
My years at Dominican have been so special
because here I have encountered people
who are excited about life and want to be
successful, but also people who really care
about others around them.
The Dominican Sisters who started our
school 106 years ago would be proud of this
humanity, and would be pleased that we
constantly strive to live lives of meaning
that impact positively on those around us
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who are less fortunate. The Dominican
goals of truth, social justice, and peace
in our world continue to be planted in
everyone, young and old, who spend
time here.
I am proud of many things we have
achieved together – like taking on the
challenge of the IEB matric exams, and
gradually increasing not just the pass
percentage, but also the quality of our
results to the 88% university entrance we
achieved last year. In the beginning some
people told me we could never do it. They
didn’t understand that you can do anything
if you work hard enough towards it.
I am proud of our outreach thinking, and
especially proud that we continue to help
vulnerable children to achieve a top-class
education, because where you are born
should not determine the level of education
you get.
I am proud of our sport and cultural
programmes in which we now field more
teams in more sports, introduced more
instruments, won national eisteddfods and
went on overseas choir tours.
I am proud of the way we have all opened
our minds to the wider world, of the Stowe
UK exchange programme, our intern
programmes where we welcome overseas

people to our school, and where we train
new teachers for the future.
I am proud of our willingness to try new
things all the time, to move into new
technological spaces with Wi-Fi and laptops.
If you aren’t continually changing, then you
are dying.
Above all, I am proud that at Dominican
we are challenged to think about our
spirituality. We are guided to build the right
daily habits into our lives and to start a life
journey of belief.
I have learnt so much at this school, and I
have shared meaningful relationships with
so many people I will miss daily – from
committed board members to excellent and
caring staff, from parents to donors and
supporters from many walks of life. Most
importantly I have had the joy of interacting
with a generation of children who I know
are destined to rule the world, and who will
do it with love and compassion.
Thank you for the support you have given
me as headmaster. It has been my privilege
to lead this great school. None of us will
stay at Dominican forever … but let me
assure you – Dominican Convent School
will stay with me forever. Farewell and have
a wonderful holiday.
MIKE THIEL, FORMER HEADMASTER

DCS SPORT
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Sports stars
Foundation Phase Inter-Catholic soccer and netball
The morning of 7 June appeared to be a
bitterly cold one, but that did not stop the
U9 soccer boys and netball girls who were
participating in the Inter-Catholic Schools
Mini Sports Tournament from eagerly
arriving at school – bright and early,
all proudly dressed in their Dominican

Convent kits. The children excitedly
climbed onto the bus with their teachers.
On arrival at Sacred Heart College the
atmosphere was filled with enthusiasm
as all the schools prepared for the day’s
tournament. The day started with heartwarming prayer. The children gave their

U/10 netball team
Front row: Asma Siby, Karabo Wessie, Ms Sithole, Keabetswe Balala and Tegra Lomo
Back row: Jeena Marriot, Gladys Moyo, Gomolemo Sephodi and Katleho Shongwe

best on the netball courts and soccer fields.
The children were also truly blessed to
have the fantastic and encouraging support
of parents cheering on the sideline.
MS GOMES, GR 3 TEACHER

U/11 netball team
Front row: Asante Zwane, Ntsika Nkosi, Ms Sithole, Mbali Ngwenya
and Katleho Kholopane
Back row: Hlengiwe Plaatjies, Thandiwe Kadzuwa, Carla Kalonda and Siphokazi Khala

National basketball

2014 Primary School house

Fun walk

team exhibition

captains and convenors

The South African National Basketball
League invited DCS to an exhibition game
between the Suns and Egoli Magic at
Wembley stadium.

St Catherine
Captains: Ulema Kadzuwa, Thendo Liphosa
Convenor: Mr Bimray

The Primary School journeyed to Rhodes
Park for a fun-filled day of walking, jogging
and togetherness. I enjoyed the exhilarating
walk and competing with my friends.

There was a fantastic showcase of basketball
talent. I learnt more about hard defence
and teamwork. The South African Captain,
Mr Neo Mothiba, led by example, enjoying
victory. Winners don't wait for chances,
they take them!
BOITUMELO KHOANYANE, GR 7B

St Thomas
Captains: Zinhle Geluk, Kabelo Molamu
Convenor: Ms Sithole
St Dominic
Captains: Boîtumelo Khoanyane,
Thabiso Sithole
Convenor: Ms Mtshali

TADIWA MADVEZENGE, GR 7B

Having fun whilst walking and watching
the ducks was so calming.
NTOKOZO TSHABALALA, GR 7B

Enjoying the serenity of the park, being
active, and having fun were awesome.
BUHLE SKOSANA, GR 7B

Sports camp

Swimming

Over 40 Primary School learners attended the Grootvlei Sports
Academy for a weekend and took part in basketball, netball, soccer,
athletics, tag rugby and swimming-skills development. Between
sporting activities, life-skills facilitators explained the link between
sport, performance and lifestyle decisions. I got to know my players
even better. What an awesome way to grow sport.

Stroke perfection and time improvement were noted at the
Inter-house Swimming Gala in February. St. Catherine’s swimmers
showed perfection and keenness as they took gold. Shortly
thereafter learners competed against six other schools in the
Inter-Catholic Swimming Gala.

COACH SUSAN MALEHO
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Inter-house interaction
Enthusiastic learners proudly showed off
their netball, soccer and basketball skills at
this sporting event.
Netball
Junior mixed (boys and girls) festival
First:
St Thomas Aquinas
Second: St Catherine
Third: St Dominic
MVP:
Carla Kolonda
Senior mixed festival
First:
St Catherine
Second: St Thomas Aquinas
Third: St Dominic

MVP:
Boikanyo Rankapole
Overall winner: St Thomas Aquinas
Basketball
Junior mixed festival
First:
St Thomas Aquinas
Second: St Catherine
Third: St Dominic
MVP:
Bathandwa Manyamalala
Senior girls festival
First:
St Catherine
Second: St Thomas Aquinas
Third: St Dominic
MVP:
Ulemu Kadzuwa
Senior boys festival
First:
St Catherine

Second: St Dominic
Third: St Thomas Aquinas
MVP:
Boitumelo Khoanyane
Overall winner: St Catherine
Soccer
Junior festival
First:
St Thomas Aquinas
Second: St Dominic
Third: St Catherine
MVP:
Claudio Francisco
Senior festival
First
St Catherine
Second St Dominic
Third
St Thomas Aquinas
MVP:
Andile Dube
Overall winner: St Catherine

U/11 basketball team
Front row: Ms Chendip, Atlegang Mahlangu, Banele Bhemgu, coach Suzan Maleho, Shaun Ngwenya, Liam Johnstone and Mbuso Mahlangu
Second row: Garen Beukes, Kgotso Qwaka, Asadiswa Majola, Oratile Mosinki, Relebogile Golele, Zenzo Msimanga, Katlego Kolobi and Thato Mohulatsi
Third row: Ntsika Ngubane, Owethu Luthuli, Jeena Marriot, Carla Kalonda, Amogelang Sediela and Jabulani Lebewani

Foundation Phase athletics
Excitement filled the air as pupils from
Grade R to Grade 3 competed in their
inter-house athletic events.

Grade 3 boys
First: Mthandazo Jabella
Second: Cassinda Amoes
Third: Kgotso Mashigo

All children participated and the younger
ones enjoyed fun activities that challenged
their gross motor skills.

Parents also got the opportunity to
show off their athletic prowess and the
children cheered them on as they ran for
the finish line.

Grade 3 athletes competed for positions.
Their results were as follows:

Athletics

Grade 3 girls
First: Martha Tshambula
Second: Bernadine Zwane
Third: Lisakhanya Stuurman

Athletes showed off their talent in the
track and field events and they did DCS
proud at the D9 Inter-School Athletics on 6
February. Andile Dube (U12) and Mbuso
Dhlamini (U10) were first in the 100m and

80m respectively, whilst Mbali Ngwenya
(U11) and Joseph Kazembe (U13) were first
in shot-put.
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Netball and volleyball
DCS takes shield home
For the first time in history, the
Dominican Convent U16 netball team
won the prestigious Shield Final at the
Saheti Netball and Rugby Tournament.
The girls advanced easily through the
pool stages, winning three of their four
games. Queens High School awaited
the girls in the semi-finals, where DCS
won convincingly, with a score of 7-3.
This set up a fierce Shield Final against
Krugersdorp High School where the

U16 team's composure and technical
correctness led to victory.
In other tournament play, the DCS
open netball team won one and lost
two matches in the pool stages of the
tournament, setting them up to play in
the Plate Final tournament bracket. In the
semi-final match, DCS defeated Saheti B,
9-6. Unfortunately, the girls lost against
Queens in the final and received
silver medals.

It was exciting to watch teams play and
fight for the gold medal. I learned a lot
about my competitive spirit.
ALYSSA POTGIETER, GR 9E

I got onto the courts and was scared. After
winning our first match we felt much
better as a team. It was fantastic to make
history for Dominican.
GUGU SEITLHAMO, GR 9E

MICHELLE ROY

Front row: Refilwe Sithole, Thobeka Bokopane,
Nomfusi Tshangisa (head coach and netball
coordinator) Christelle Badibanga,
and Alyssa Potgieter
Back row: Michelle Mahlangu (captain) ,
Khanya-Khanya Moyo, Khumo Peete,
Ayanda Moyo, Ntomenhle Mavimbela and
Masana Sithole
Open team winners: Saheti Shield
Front row: Gugu Mamabolo, Nomfusi Tshangisa, Florence Masuku and Lwandile Moyo
Back row: Katlego Selwadi, Bongiwe Buthelezi, Palesa Mseleku, Khulile Khanyile and Mampe Malatj
Absent: Gugu Seitlhamo

Volleyball
The highlight of this year’s volleyball
league was the girls reaching the semifinals of the Gauteng D9 Volleyball
League. This is one of the toughest leagues
as volleyball “powerhouse schools” like
Kensington and St Vincent participate and
for the girls to have ended fourth was a
great achievement.
The boys also did well in this league, but
were knocked out in the early stages of
the tournament.
With the volleyball league still growing,
we look forward to playing more games
against other schools.
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This year has seen a lot if individual
growth within the two teams and,
with continued practice and dedication,
volleyball will keep on growing.
As the curtain draws to a close for this
year's captains, Mbali Sikhosana and
Joseph Gasura, we look forward to see
who’ll be the talented playes chosen to
lead the teams in 2015.
BRIGHTON NKOMO, VOLLEYBALL COACH

HIGH SCHOOL SPORT

Kings of the court

GSBC City Championship
A long time of planning, training, tutoring,
mentoring and coaching culminated in our
boys lifting the Gauteng Schools Basketball
Conferences (GSBC) City Championship
trophy and shield, in what will go down
in history as one of the most intense and
exciting finals of the league.
The DCS U19 boys basketball team
finished the regular GSBC season
unbeaten, and was seeded second to play
against Realogile High in the knockout stages. The boys defeated Realogile
31-29 in a close contest to advance to the
quarter-final, where they defeated Midrand
High School 38-26. The boys then took on
Maryvale College in the semi-final, where
they easily won 20-9.
But the real test of strength and mental
toughness came in the final match against
Mondeor High School. DCS was in the lead
until the third quarter when Mondeor took
the lead after several three-point shots.
Not intimidated, DCS guard Luis Antonio
responded immediately by making a
long three-pointer from downtown. The
battle of the courts continued until the
last seconds of the game, when a Mondeor
player got fouled while attempting a

shot from behind the arc. He went to the
free-throw line but couldn't convert the
points. The new league champions, DCS,
celebrated after the final whistle blew.
ELVIS UKPONG, BASKETBALL COACH

Season highlights
•
•
•
•
•

Won 20 of 26 games played
Second place at Inter-Catholic
U19 tournament
Third place in the plate division at
St John's tournament
First place in the Rainbow
Basketball League
Winners of the GSBC
City Championship

The final game we played was very
competitive and both teams played their
hearts out. In the end the better team won
and made all the fans proud.
TYRON DEAN, GR 11N

The final game was very tight and intense.
The crowd was behind us all the way,
cheering us on. It was a highly competitive
game where at some point we were down,
and by determination we were able to
complete the comeback and win the game.

Basketball 2014/15
curtain-raiser
The DCS basketball teams, also known
as the DCS Cardinals, opened their
2014/2015 season with a bang. They ran
over Edenvale High School boys in the
season opener. The juniors won 26-5 and
the seniors 41-3.
The junior boys (Grade 8 and 9), led by
Craig Olyott, displayed fundamental skills
and strategies and totally dominated all
aspects of the game.
The U18 boys followed suit, but with a
more tactical approach. Defence was
their main objective and they held the
opposition at bay until the last few seconds
of the game when they eventually allowed
a basket and a free throw.
Congratulations to the boys and their
coaches for a job well done. The future
looks so bright, we need shades.
ELVIS UKPONG, COACH

SIZWE MNTAMBO, GR 11 W
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Girls basketball
Basketball isn't something you play for fun.
It's something you feel. All you have to do
is believe in yourself.
I would say I achieved many things this
year: winning Inter-Catholic, representing
the South African coaches at the Basketball
without Borders camp for the second
time and, the best one, being appointed as
the assistant national coach. All this was
because of my hard work.
I had difficulties and I wanted to quit at
some point, but because I love what I do
and I am passionate about it, I always push
hard to succeed. I thank all the kids I have
worked with for believing in me, especially
my Dominican family. Our hard work
paid off.
COACH SUZAN, HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL

Basketball U13 girls team
Front row: Ella Marriott, Ms Chendip, coach Suzan Mahelo and Boitumelo Selwadi
Back row: Thandiwe Kadzuwa, Benedicte Kalonda, Ulemu Kadzuwa and Jeena Marriott
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Rugby
2014 has been a very eventful year with
regards to rugby. We decided to focus
on our sevens (terms 1 and 2) and touch
rugby (term 3). We felt that our numbers,
and lack of equipment, meant that we
could not play fifteens with the requisite
level of safety. We have more than enough
talent to position ourselves as a dominant
sevens-playing school within the Gauteng
small-schools set-up.
Rugby in term 1 began well with a very
encouraging intake of junior players
(Grade 8 and 9). These learners’ natural
talent and enthusiasm will ensure a
secure future for rugby at DCS. These
boys have developed wonderfully
under the guidance of coach Francois
and a committed core of senior boys.
Our fixtures in term 1 were disrupted
quite considerably by the weather, with
water-logged pitches resulting in the
cancellation of the Steenbokkies Sevens
and the Inter-Catholic Sevens. We did,
however, compete in the SAHETI Sevens,
the Sagewood Sevens, and a triangular
tournament with Queens High School
and Reddam. We battled to cross the try
line in these fixtures as the boys were
rusty and we were without the services
of our matrics. The Sagewood Sevens
saw our U15s playing in their first-ever
tournament and they managed to win
King’s College.

Term 2 saw us gain entry into a
tournament circuit hosted by schools in
the north of Johannesburg. The first was
a sevens coaching clinic hosted by Christ
Church College, followed by tournaments
hosted by Christ Church College, King’s
College and The King’s School Robin
Hills. It was amazing to see our progress
from tournament to tournament and
we certainly gained the respect of
opposition teams and coaches. Touch
rugby house matches were also played in
term 2, and we congratulate St Thomas
on their fine win in this competition.
We also continued our tradition of
representation in Easterns touch rugby,
with the following boys gaining selection
to various teams: Sabelo Thusi, MichaelJunior Ngobeni, Prince Mofokeng,
Gerald Sono, Ntokozo Rabolele, Karabo
Magamola, Justice Madzhivandila and
Thabang Marumo.
In term 3 our focus shifted to touch rugby,
with our entry into the league hosted at
Zoo Lake. In our first fixture our open
boys defeated Hyde Park four tries to two.
Our second league fixture involved both
our open teams and U16s. They all played
two games, with the opens managing to
win both their games against Grantley
and Reddam. In subsequent games against
Ferndale the opens won 5-2, but lost to
Greenside High 2-7. Our U16s continued

showing improvement in their game
against Hyde Park’s open team, although
they lost 3-6.
What remains are “thank yous”. Our
matrics are busy, but thanks must go
to a special core of them that made
great efforts to come to practices and
particularly to fixtures. These young
men are Sabelo Thusi, Thabo Nkwana,
Ayabulela Mkaza and Lindokuhle
Ngubeni. Their contribution to DCS
rugby will be felt for many years to
come. I wish all of them the best of luck
for the future. Thanks must also go to
Thembi Malawana, the club captain for
2014, for his leadership, enthusiasm and
representation on the sports committee,
and also to Ms Roy for always doing her
best for sport at DCS. Thanks should also
go to Coach Francois Grootboom for his
great commitment to DCS rugby over a
number of years. Every term we reap the
benefits of his experience and knowledge.
And finally, to all the players who turn
out for practices and fixtures – thank
you for your commitment, fair play and
willingness to put your bodies on the line
for the school and team. Rugby is not for
everyone. It takes a special breed of young
man to play this magnificent game.
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Chess
Our learners continue making strides
in their endeavour to make a name for
Dominican School as a chess power house.
This year we participated in three major
tournaments, namely the Gauteng Schools
Chess League, the SA Women's Open
Chess Festival and Championship, and
the Inter-Catholic chess tournament. In
all three tournaments our learners gave a
good account of themselves and left our
opponents astonished at their skills.
One of our girls, Thato Matlatse (Gr 11M),
participated in the Queens-to-Be section at
the women’s festival. As expected, she flew
the Dominican Convent School flag high
and got a certificate and medal for being
one of the top ten performers.
The junior first team, consisting only
of Grade 9s, won more than 80% of its
matches. At the Inter-Catholic chess
tournament the junior team came second
with 31 points, losing with only half a
point to the 31.5 points of St Benedict’s. For
the second year running the player of the
tournament came from DCS, and this time
it was Luvuyo-Unathi Nyamathe in Gr 9S.
The future looks bright for our chess
learners and we thank everyone who has
supported the growth of chess at DCS.
With the young Grandmasters we have at
DCS we can only promise more medals in
the coming years.
WAZANI NDLOVU, CHESS COORDINATOR
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Soccer
Soccer in 2014 was very enjoyable, mainly
because we played like a team, treated
each other as teammates and with mutual
respect – both at training sessions and on
the real pitch. Although we didn't win all
the tournaments or matches we played in,
the football was enjoyable. On behalf of the
the team, I'd like to thank the coaches, bus
drivers and all who made it possible for us
to play and enjoy our football.
RADOLF MAVEDZENGE, GR 10S

It has been a very enjoyable season filled
with laughter and the display of talent.
The boys have had differences, but as seeds
from the soil, we cracked and grew to be
an invincible, unstoppable team till we
reached the semi-finals in the ISS League
where we finally accepted defeat, but

stayed strong with the help of our coach,
Mr Masum. He mentored and helped us to
be the team we are today.
THABANG MARUMA, GR 9M

Soccer season was alright. We did not have
a lot of training but with our self-developed
cooperation and teamwork, we achieved
a lot. The team made it to Inter-Catholics
finals and semi-finals for the league.
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THATO MOSEA, GR 9M

What I enjoyed this year in soccer is how
the team and I performed as we played
different teams from different schools. Up
or down, we remained a team.

NTOYAMI BOPELA, GR 8B

KABELO RAMELA, GR 9E

U16 this year was really challenging; we
made it through to the semi-finals but we
coun't just take it. I hope that next year
we’ll make it.

I enjoyed the games we played and the
friends I made in the team, who turned
out to be family. I was chosen to be
deputy captain and I saw talent on display
throughout the season, and I experienced
great unexpected goals from some players.

JOSUE KALUSEVIKO, GR 10C

My soccer experience at Dominican has
been awesome since the day I came to

U16 girls soccer team
Front row: Layla Motaung, Nomfusi Tshangisa (head soccer coach),
Nosiphelo Stemelo (coach) and Mandisa Ngubani
Back row: Thobeka Bokopane, Kelebogile Matshega, Zizo Chuma and
Reshephile Matsose

Boys soccer players

this school, and I hope it stays that way.
Everything is awesome: great coaches,
great teammates. I feel honoured to be part
of the team and forever will be.

BONGANI DAKA, GR 8M

Girls open soccer team
Front row: Layla Motaung, Nosiphelo Stemelo (coach), Nomfusi Tshangisa
(head coach) Entle Saba and Katlego Monotoe
Back row: Ntokozo Phindela, Boitumelo Rasehlo, Gugu Seitlhamo,
Kelebogile Matshega (captain) and Grace Motsumi
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Encouraging creative thinking
Every journey starts

Outing stirs intellectual debate

with a first step

Our Advanced Placement English (APE) course has, in several ways, enhanced my
perception of reading. Little did I know that it was just the beginning. In February, the
APE matriculants headed out to the French Institute of South Africa (IFAS).

Our annual scholarship morning started
bright and early. As the marimba band
played, parents had tea in the hall whilst
their children filed into the classrooms.
A total of 373 top achievers from schools
all over Gauteng sat down to write both
English and mathematics examinations.
The morning was opened with a prayer
by Ms Motha. Parents were treated to a
performance by the talented DCS High
School choir, and violin and piano performances by music students. Mr Thiel,
Ms Haywood, Mr Horn, Sabelo Thusi
and Immaculate Lembede told parents
more about DCS. After their exam,
pupils were given a juice and snack and
then joined their parents for a tour of the
school. Both learners and their parents
thoroughly enjoyed the morning.
We thank all candidates for writing the
exam. They submitted papers of high
standard and the top achievers were
invited to participate in the next steps of
the scholarship process. Four candidates
accepted scholarship offers for high
school education at DCS and many more
will be enrolling at the school. We
welcome all new families and wish our
new learners well as they embark on the
next stage of their journey in education.
RENATA HAYWOOD
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Pauline Guinard, a PhD graduate, presented her research paper titled, “Can art make
public space in Johannesburg?” This sounded brutally boring to me, but I will admit
that I was too quick to judge. Pauline’s speech was truly captivating.
At the end of the research presentation the floor was open for feedback and questions.
An intense intellectual debate about Johannesburg and art ensued. Across the boardroom Dominican's Mr Kelleher offered his own unique perspective and, in the midst
of the debate, Adrien Delmas, director of IFAS, threw in a few jokes.
I now consider public art as a medium of communication and not just objects.
ZANELE DUBE, 12K

Maths olympiad
In 2014, 100 of our learners participated in the maths olympiad. A total of 21 of them
(eight of whom are in Grade 8) made it through to the second round. Congratulations
to all who participated!

Advanced programme mathematics
Approximately 50 learners are currently taking advanced programme mathematics.
This challenging subject is an add-on for mathematically talented learners. In 2013,
DCS entered learners for the first time and the results were pleasing, with Cameron
Rajah achieving a distinction.

LANGUAGE, MATHEMATICS AND TECHNOLOGY

Grade 7 KPMG Junior
Maths Challenge
Ofentse Rathlagane, Daluxolo Sithebe and
Thuto Koenane participated in the KPMG
Maths Challenge hosted by St Johns.
We learnt how to solve problems in
different ways; we were shown how to
solve number patterns easily. Although we
did not win any of the prizes, we won in
spirit. The experience has taught us a lot.
DALUXOLO SITHEBE AND
OFENTSE RATLHAGANE, GR 7B

DCS Maths Challenge
Almost 100 learners from 15 schools
journeyed from all over Gauteng and the
North West province to take part in DCS’s
inaugural mathematics problem-solving
challenge. The challenge comprised three
rounds. Individual competitors took part in
the first two rounds, followed by the
school-challenge round.
The main aims of the event are to challenge
learners with stimulating and thoughtprovoking questions, encourage learners to
devise their own strategies to find solutions,

and to create a culture of mathematics
competition between primary schools.
Parents had the following to say about
the challenge:
“Finally a tournament with no whistles
that recognises and encourages
mathematical ability.”
“We are so excited for our daughter to be
participating in this well-organised and
structured maths challenge.”
“Thank you for taking competition off the
sport field and into the classroom.”

Thank you to the Zenex Foundation,
Pearson Publishers, Mr Lioul and
Ms Rubenstein for making the
challenge possible.
Congratulations to the winners.
Top school:
Bryneven Primary School
Top Grade 6 learner:
Rupam Gosh, Bryneven Primary
Top Grade 7 learner:
Aqeel Latib, Montrose Primary
DARRYL BIMRAY

ICT club
Vision
The information and communication
technology club’s vision is to expose
students to innovation and modern
technology. Learning is enhanced with
computer software and educational games
that allow students to proceed at their own
pace according to their ability.
Mission
• To let students help each other with
basic computer problems in a fun way,
different to what we usually do in
normal lessons
• To get students away from just playing
games to creating something with
their computers – maybe even creating
their own games

•

•

•
•

To help the Grade 9s with the right
subject choices, when it comes to
choosing information technology
(IT) or computer applications
technology (CAT)
To stimulate and nurture students’
natural interest in the digital world
and help them discover the power
of computers
To provide IT education through
hands-on learning
To elevate levels of computer literacy

Performance plan
Every learner has to complete a project by
the end of each year, for example, coming
up with his or her own simple web page
or game.
ISAAC KAROTAA
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iSchool
offices and were invited to sit in on the
weekly meeting where the Sunday edition
began to take shape. After a questionand-answer session with the head of
each department, the team departed to
do research for an assignment from the
editor-in-chief.
The press team later returned to the
City Press offices to discuss article ideas.
After a long discussion in the City Press
boardroom, the learners presented
their ideas to the news editor, who
enthusiastically tasked them with more
research to be done. Their new task was
writing an article about the problems
faced by young people around the world,
with the chance of having it published in
the Youth Month edition.

We are young.
This is our voice
We are young. This is our voice. With
this theme as a guide, the DCS iSchool
Africa video press team created a video
addressing the right to sanitation, which
is denied to some young people in South

Africa and around the world. Shortly after
entering the video in a contest for iSchool
SA, the team found out that it had won
first prize.
The competition prize included a trip to
the City Press offices to see the production
of the special Youth Month edition. Ten
members of the team visited the City Press

I really enjoyed being a part of the
editorial meeting and watching how
interesting ideas were shared.
IMANI NYEZI, GR 9R

My interaction with the journalists gave
me a better sense of their approach to
telling worthwhile stories.
NOMSA ZIKALALA, GR 10S

Masters in their fields
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This graduation photograph represents
two years of writing a dissertation about
sociolinguistics, for which I obtained
a distinction (80%). My subject was
“ethnographic in nature”. I investigated
two sites, one in the global North
(Marseille in France) and one in the
global South (Pretoria), which have
very similar contexts of immigration
and language domination. The research
provided a discursive interpretation of city
space that focused on power, subjectivity
and liminality.

This photo highlights a dissertation in
African literature, where I investigated
the role of the publishing industry in
supporting and promoting isiZulu
fiction. The study assessed one publishing
company and one local public library. The
study pinpointed the different aspects of
book chain processes, such as publishing
and distribution, schools and public
libraries, and education and literacy levels.
It emphasised the link between publishing,
libraries and schools. Studying is a long
walk to success. The sky is the limit.

WILLIAM KELLEHER

VERONICA MAGUDULELA

CAREERS

Careers exhibition
The exhibition gave High School
students the opportunity to discuss
tertiary studies with representatives from
CTI, the Midrand Graduate Institute,
Varsity College, Inscape, Feline Tech,
Design School SA, Regenesys, Damelin,
Monash, Vega and AFDA.
The tertiary studies expo helped me and
many others gain insight and a sense of
direction as to where I want to end up in
my life.
LWAZI NTSHALINTSHALI, GR 11M

Take a Girl Child to
Work Day
Our High School girls were privileged to
experience the workplace in a variety of
environments, including the SABC, Flow
Communications, a bank and a mortuary,
on Take a Girl Child to Work Day.
Take a Girl Child to Work Day is a corporate
social investment initiative organised by
Cell C. It aims to inspire and motivate girls
to reach their full potential and, through
exposure to diverse careers and positive
role models, assist them in preparing for the
working world.
Flow Communications hosted a group
of Grade 11 and 12 girls, who described
their day at Flow as insightful and
helpful. Project manager and the girls’
tour guide for the day, Lethabo-Thabo
Royds, introduced the girls to employees
in the various departments. Designer
Nomthandazo Peyise spent time with the
girls, showcasing some of the design team’s
work and chatting about what their daily
diaries look like.

Matriculant Nokuthoba Ndebele
describes the experience as nothing short
of awesome. Her highlights included
experiencing the warmth displayed by the
Flowstars (Flow employees) and learning
what each department does. “The staff at
Flow inspired me to take more interest in
my future career.”
Read Flow writer Kolosa Vuso’s blog
about the day: www.flowsa.com/blog/
entry/take-a-girl-child-to-work-day-atflow-communications/
Grade 11 learners Mbali Skosana and
Mbali Mahlangu spent the day with
a forensic pathologist at the Springs
government mortuary.
We were warmly welcomed on arrival
and given protective medical wear to put

on. It's eye-opening to learn about the
tragic story of every corpse. You learn to
appreciate almost every situation you’ve
gone through and survived. I chose to
visit the mortuary when I watched an
interesting episode of CSI: Miami on TV.
That's when I first recognised this job as
a career I was interested in. I really loved
being there.
MBALI MAHLANGU, GR 11N

Our future bankers spent the day at
Sasfin bank.
Not only did we get some real
perspective and insight, but inspiration
too. It has taken us a step closer to the
door of success.
KATLEHO SELWADI, GR 11M

Grade 11 learner Londy Mbatha said she
learnt a huge deal about public relations,
graphic design, blog writing and project
management. “Our guide was very
welcoming and friendly, and helped me to
realise it’s possible to succeed, regardless
of my gender. At Flow I learned that if I am
passionate about what I do, I will certainly
make it.”
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Trans-year programme
Trans-year improves
reading, maths
In 2014 Dominican Convent School
invited the founder of the Trans-year
reading and maths programme to assess
our Intermediate Phase, Grade 8 and
Grade 9 learners. The programme aims
to improve the reading skills and
mathematical abilities of learners.
The learners were assessed to determine
the levels of their reading, spelling,
comprehension and general maths skills.
The assessment proved to be beneficial
to both teachers and learners.
English teachers now have insight into
the academic language level of each
learner, which help them to
appropriately communicate lesson
content. Even more importantly, the
Trans-year programme provides a
foundation upon which to build a culture
of love for reading in our school.
Learners whose language skills are
below the required level for their age
group now attend self-paced English
intervention classes in the afternoon.
The Trans-year activities improve
comprehension and reading confidence,
using reading exercises that range from
easy to hard.
Some learners have already increased
their “reading age” by two years.
Trans-year has helped me read and
understand a story better. It has made
reading so much fun.
KILE KOBELI, GR 6K

The paragraphs are interesting and the
programme helps me get higher marks.
JEFFREY KIMANI, GR 6K
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The year of restorative justice
This year has seen a major move forward
in terms of the Dominican Convent
School’s approach to discipline. With
the assistance of teachers and learners,
the system of restorative justice has been
implemented with great success.

To summarise, restorative justice fosters
dialogue between teachers and learners
and leads to a higher rate of learner
satisfaction with regards to disciplinary
challenges and accountability.

Restorative justice is a discipline
approach that focuses on the needs
of learners as well as the involved
community. Instead of immediately
punishing a learner, the teacher will
enter into a consultative process with the
learner to make him or her understand
the impact of certain choices.

Restorative justice is based on respect,
responsibility, and building and repairing
relationships. In my class it has opened
up communication and agreements
rather than punishment. I have seen
the resistance from learners to take
responsibility over the years. But the
same learners who were reluctant to
change are the ones who are coming
up with new initiatives to create a safe
environment for all of us.

Learners take an active role in the
disciplinary process by being encouraged
to take responsibility for their actions.
At the heart of restorative justice lies
the principle of “repair the harm that
has been done”. This can be done by
apologising, correcting a situation or
doing community service. In addition,
it provides help for the learner to prevent
him or her making wrong choices in
the future.

PETRUS DU TOIT

We have been looking at questions like:
What happened? How did it happen?
What can we do to make it right?
Learners now respect each other's space
and are responding well, because they
think it's a fair structure where they are
listened to.

I think restorative justice is a good
system to use. Students need to be heard
so they can express themselves about
why they did something. This enables
students not to repeat their mistakes
again. The students at Dominican are
guided through the right approach for
the future.
THEMBI MALAWANA, GR 11K

The restorative justice system allows for
a problem to be looked at more in-depth,
ensuring that it’s not just handled on the
surface. The learner can actually voice an
opinion and the problem can be looked
at form all sides. This brings justice for
both the teacher and the learner. This
system is also fair in the sense that every
problem is different and must be handled
on its own merit. Restorative justice has
opened up a door for better teacher and
student communication.
MACAELA OOR, GR 11M

MS T SIALA
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STAFF

Kathy
Baskerville

Kim
Bechus

Amanda
Beukes

Darryl
Bimray

Daniel
Botsane

Martha
Bouman

Michael
Burrell

Sonto
Buthelezi

Denise
Carolino

Tarisai
Chanetsa

Tangu
Changa

Rita
Chendip

Jeffrey
Chimwanda

Gabby
de Quintal

Sipho
Dlamini

Petrus
du Toit

Sophia
Essop

Lynn
Fortmann

Corlia
Fourie

Jessica
Gomes

Robert
Hamilton

Paul
Horn

Graham
Howarth

Robin
Howell

Sr Evelyn
Jung

Isaac
Karota

William
Kelleher

Kholu
Kholopane

Tanya
Lamb

Noloyiso
Lange

Constance
Lepaaku

Amelia
Lima

Jacinto
Lima

Renata
Lucas

Joyce
Machogo

Basil
Mackenzie

Deidre
Mackenzie

Veronica
Magudulela

Giba
Mahlangu

Thabo
Mahlatse

Suzan
Maleho

Amanda
Maree

Hassiena
Marriott

Helen
Marx

Florence
Masuku

Charles
Masilo

Thulani
Masum

Tapiwa
Mavedzenge

Matilda
Mbatha

Molly
Mcongwane

Paulus
Modupe

Sylvia
Mokholo

Sidrick
Moore

Sabrina
Moore

Rosalia
Motha

Linky
Mphafudi

Cynthia
Mtshali

Phumudzo
Muravha

Freddy
Musada

Theresa
Mutamba

Busisiwe
Mwelase

Selby
Ncanana
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Cornelia
Ndhlovu

Langton
Ndlovu

Sandisiwe
Ngcongo

Alex
Ngoasheng

Muzi
Ngubane

Linah
Ngwenya

Helen
Ngubeni

Nondumiso
Nhlapo

Brighton
Nkomo

Tammy
Olding

Craig
Olyott

Simon
Phahlamohlaka

Anne
Pirie

Leluma
Posholi

Yvonne
Potgieter

Andrew
Radebe

Sr Lucy
Rampai

Ntlhane
Ratlhagane

Sheldon
Rose-Reddiar

Margaret
Redman

Gretha
Roberts

Dalene
Rostovsky

Michelle
Roy

Sithembile
Ngubeni

Prisca
Sapulana

Evelyn
Sehlapelo

Nthabiseng
Selibe

Frances
Shabalala

Takalani
Siala

Cynthia
Sibiya

Zelda
Sikhakhane

Ntsoaki
Sithole

Franc
Sobreira

Joyce
Sokhela

Joan
Sole

Venkata
Somanchi

Jacqueline
Spellas

Susan
Steyn

Debbie
Thome

Alice
Tshabalala

Nomfusi
Tshangisa

Elvis
Ukpong

Elsabe
van der Merwe

Pat
van der Schyff

Vincent
Vollgraaff

NOT PICTURED:
Carla Esteves
Francois Grootboom
Julian Kuhn
Anthony Odiase
Michelle Omsky
Mcgill Scott
Prisca Sono

Dayle
Whitaker

Kathleen
Whitaker

Electra Sebele
Prisca Sono
Margot Smythe
Ute Smythe
Nosiphelo Stemelo
Bruce Verity

Julia
Wright
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NOT PICTURED:
Daniele Kalonda,
Tiisetso Nissel

BABY
AND
TODDLER
CLASS

Emmanuel
Ddumba

Ayabonga
Mangali

Khethelo
Mkhize

Kaelo
Molelekeng

Nthabiseng
Posholi

Mutshidzi
Tshivhilinge

Shannen
Tshuma

Lerato
Buthelezi

Thato
Buthelezi

Cheryl
Chimwanda

Fredrick
Ezeife

Maya
Koopman

Mahlatse
Mahlalela

Lesedi
Mahlatji

Nhlanhlenhle
Makhathini

Chikomborero
Matumba

Jack
Mbhalati

Kemoratile
Metsileng

Omphile
Mogase

Zotha
Ndlovu

Mihle
Nongogo

Arodi
Ruben

Tumisho
Serepo

Raphael
Chanetsa

Adrienne
Damons

Yanga
Ddumba

Sphesihle
Dlamini

Omphile
Kobeli

Pedro
Miguel

Akhelwe
Mkhize

Sihle
Mthembu

Rutendo
Musada

Lwandle
Ngcobo

Akhumuzi
Duma

Wandile
Hlatshwayo

Busisiwe
Jabetla

GRADE
000L

Vincent
Mashaba

NOT PICTURED:
Refentse
Itsweng,
Gabriella
Makanda,
Bontle Nkomo

Joshua
Ugonna

Angelo
Vuvu

Divina
Lwambwa

Khanya
Madlabane

Nokutenda
Manase

GRADE
00

Chipo
Manyuchi

NOT PICTURED:
Rethabile
Mampuru,
Keamogetswe
Mogoti

Cherine
Obi-Okoye
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Boikanyo
Ratlhagane

Botlhale
Vilakazi

GRADE
RM

Ntando
Kumalo

Ofunwa
Likhaba

Hadassah
Lwambwa

Kamogelo
Makhetha

Kwame
Mkhize

Oarabile
Moadira

Ofentse
Modipa

Kgalalelo
Modisane

Ayanda
Mogoshi

Mmasego
Moseki

Nompumelelo
Mthembu

Anele
Ndawo

Lwazi
Ndlovu

Penuel
Ndlovu

Sphesihle
Ngwenya

Lesego
Nxumalo

Anathi
Radebe

Michaela
Samuels

NOT PICTURED:
Andile
Nkwenkwa

GRADE
RS

Ofentse
Sibeko

Lethabo
Thekwane

Moagi
Tsnegare

Keren
Wanyama

Unathi
Zondo

Ayanda
Zwedala

Rhulani
Mathebula

Jean-Pierre
Blignaut

Mhluri
Chavalala

Mbalenhle
Dlamini

Andile
Dube

Katlego
Ezeife

Leshan
Guirunga

Zoe
Jackfama

Mulalo
Kgomo

Neo
Mabe

Keabetsoe
Madisha

Didintle
Makhetha

Madalena
Miguel

Onalenna
Modutoane

Ratumo
Mofutsanyana

Rorisang
Molefe

Owethu
Motaung

Michelle
Moyo

Ziyanda
Mtimkulu

Faith
Nyawera

Tyra
Okoye

Keabetswe
Ramela

Rasuba
Ramudzuli

Zola
Ruben

Tshiamo
Selwadi

Cicanda
Sithole

Logan-Leigh
Ugona

Njabulo
Vilakazi
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GRADE
1A

Mpova
Vuvu

Unathi
Masimini

Reshoketswe
Mathosa

Sbahle
Cele

Elizabeth
Chimedza

Keagile
Dongo

Sibongakonke
Hlatshwayo

Grace
Manase

Zenande
Mangcu

Leila
Marriott

Kwazuthixo
Mketshane

Oratile
Mokgoasi

Lindokuhle
Mokoka

Palesa
Molamu

Eric
Mphephu

Oyena-Wokuhle
Ncala

Leshae
Snyman

Gomolemo
Ditsi

Ntokozo
Dongo

Lehlohonolo
Gcaleka

Mandisa
Khumalo

NOT PICTURED:
Kago Sebeelo,
Ofentse
Letsatsi

GRADE
1B

Ayanda
Tshabalala

King
Tshambula

Oratilwe
Tshikane

Anisa
Kunene

Harel
Lwambwa

Katlego
Matjila

Unathi
Mbadzo

Nikiwe
Mhlayivana

Amogelang
Mhulatshi

Oratile
Moatshe

Bokang
Mokhethi

Sibusiso
Ncube

Reatile
Ngubane

Siphephile
Nxumalo

Matlhogonolo
Nyerende

Tiago
Okonkwo

Megan-Selle
Penn

Zwivhuya
Sadiki

Keamogetswe
Seabi

Zenande
Tabata

Siybonga
Thusi

Tanyale
Gumbanjera

Victoria
Hughes

Ayanda
Khumalo

Hlumela
Malinga

Takunda
Matumba

Nhlangano
Mhlongo

Olorato
Mncube

GRADE
1L

Luthando
Thwala
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GRADE
2M

Grace
Ngwenya

Mbale
Agrippa

Zubair
Pylman

Junior
Wambura

Vincent
Kibue

Isaac
Lomo

Makalo
Madlala

Siphesihle
Maduma

Alwande
Mdletshe

Pholodge
Mampuru

Waratwa
Mlonyeni

Bokang
Modiga

Rutendo
Amoda

Omphile
Baholo

Nokuthula
Dlamini

Amahle
Kemp

Keratilwe
Makoko

Phathutshedzo
Malaka

Thamsanqa
Mashele

Khethelo
Masinga

Mbulaheni
Mbali

Kgalalelo
Modisa

Warona
Mogoshi

Tshiamo
Monyemoratho

Mason
Morley

Boitumelo
Mpalane

GRADE
2S

Angela
Mwangi

Nocinga
Ndlovu

Tsiko
Nemungadi

Lindokuhle
Ntuli

Ayanda
Sebuse

Mpilo
Tshabalala

Zinhle
Zuze

Kelebogile
Balala

Woxola
Hughes

Deyshan
Kaloo

Asanda
Khumalo

Khanya
Kobeli

Thandixolo
Konyana

Motlatsi
Mabeta

Sibusiso
Mahlangu

Keabetswe
Mahoro

Rutendo
Makoni

Tshegofatso
Malope

Mmanokeng
Mamabolo

Reatlehile
Mathinya

Phutholoho
Mathoka

Kelebogile
Matseonea

Langalibalele
Mbele

Mompati
Mguni

Nkateko
Mayimela

Lungile
Mofokeng
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Keabetsoe
Mpele

Jan
Mwakassa

Amahle
Ndawo

Njabulo
Ngema

Sharon
Okoye

Phemelo
Ratlhagane

Kutloano
Sehlapelo

Junia
Wanyama

Nompumelelo
Dladla

Ndalo
Dlamini

Unathi
Dubazana

Chris
ltefela

Mthandazo
Jabetla

Lesedi
Kgoadi

Japan
Maapola

Andile
Magudulela

Kgotso
Mashigo

Misho
Mashigo

Gomolemo
Matseba

Thandolwethu
Mavuso

Ntando
Mazibuko

Lulama
Mketshane

Rapelang
Molubi

Thato
Monyethabeng

Bonolo
Moroe

Khemelo
Morutinyane

Nokukhanya
Radebe

Tsholofelo
Sediela

Nomthimkhulu
Sipambo

Owethu
Thamane

Lehakoe
Thipe

Bophelo
Tlhabane

Sinenhlanhla
Tshabalala

Malebo
van Ross

Samuel
Amoes

Russell
Chikolo

Luyanda
Gasa

Cynthia
Gwanyanya

Pascalinah
Kazembe

Oratile
Mabula

Banthatile
Madubanya

Banele
Matabire

Mandisa
Mkhetshane

Gomotsegang
Mokhojoe

Relebogile
Mxakato

Luvuno
Nhlapo

Tshegofatso
Sediela

Jacobus
Seimela

Bokamoso
Mokoena

GRADE
3C

NOT PICTURED:
Thiamo Nissel,
Khumo Rapoo

Wandile
Majola
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3G

Warona
Malambe
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NOT PICTURED:
Omolemo
Legodi

Palesa
Selibe

Nyeleti
Sithole

Lisakhanya
Stuurman

Lihle
Thage

Jama
Tseisi

Tshinieka
Tshambula

Siwaphiwe
Tshandu

Ofentse
Tshishonga

Keabetswe
Balala

Relebogile
Golele

Katlego
Kolobi

Jabulani
Lebewane

Mbuso
Mahlangu

Sandiso
Mahlangu

Asandiswa
Majola

Sihle
Malambe

Oratilwe
Masilo

Buhle
Mkhangwana

Thato
Mohulatsi

Oratile
Mosinki

Shaun
Ngwenya

Mbalenhle
Nhlapo

Khothatso
Nyandeni

Gomolemo
Sephodig

Garon
Beukes

Banele
Bhengu

Keikanetswe
Ezeife

Hlumela
Gcasamba

Nyakallo
Mosia

Gladys
Moyo

Zenzo
Msimanga

Nelly
Mukodzeri

GRADE
4C

Jeena
Marriott

GRADE
4M

Asma
Siby

Karabo
Sovia

Ofentse
Tshehla

Boniswa
Xaba

Liam
Johnstone

Reabetswe
Kgajane

Tinyiko
Mabaso

Siyabonga
Mahlangu

Ntokozo
Mnguni

GRADE
5P

Sibongakonke
Ndawo

Nsika
Ngubane

Kgotso
Qwaka

Amogelang
Sediela

Katleho
Shongwe

Lekata
Onthatile

Unathi
Tshuma

Branford
Derbyshire
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Simnikiwe
Dhlamini

Sibusiso
Gumede

Carla
Kalonda

Princess
Kante

Siphokazi
Khala

Jennifer
Lioul

Nyota
Lomo

Tumelo
Mabeta

Tshegofatso
Malapane

Kudakwashe
Matabire

Kamogelo
Mathews

Sonwabise
Mdlulwa

Boniswa
Mhlayivana

Koketso
Molema

Linda
Ndelani

Mbali
Ngwenya

Kelechukwu
Okpara

Thabo
Peete

Kudzai
Coutries

Njabulo
Dikome

Nokuthula
Dube

Claudio
Francisco

Meron
Getahune

Bathandwa
Manyamalala

Lwandile
Mavi

Omolemo
Mogase

Onkarabetse
Mogase

Tsholofelo
Mokgoasi

GRADE
5S

Zunaid
Primm

Tshepiso
Tshabalala

Karabo
Wessie

Naomi
Kazembe

Oananetwse
Kholopane

Kgosietsile
Legae

Tshiamo
Lekalakala

NOT PICTURED:
Nelka
Nyabonda,
Lethabo
Legwale

lnolofatseng
Moropa

Ntsika
Nkosi

Teboho
Nkosi

Hlengiwe
Plaatjies

Simphiwe
Radebe

Jemima
Ruben

Zine
Simango

Andile
Dube

Hans
ltefela

Benedicte
Kalonda

Katleho
Koenane

Mpho
Lairi

Owethu
Luthuli

Phaphama
Mabentsela
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Khanyisa
Maebela

GRADE
6B

Ella
Marriott

Kamohelo
Mashiloane

Thobekile
Mathobela

Bonga
Mchunu

Morena
Mdalana

Sithembiso
Mkhwanazi

Kgosiemang
Mosinki
NOT PICTURED:
Nkanyezi
Mabena

Nompumelelo
Motsepe

Motheo
Msimanga

Avuyile
Nkohla

Michael
Chanetsa

Jaden
Christians

GRADE
6K

Malik
Nodangala

Merima
Saajoranta

Kutlwano
Shai

Sihle
Sibanyoni

Zamokuhle
Thabethe

Wandile
Dube

Helen
Getahune

Tyrese
Jacobs

Thandiwe
Kadzuwa

Mihle
Kambula

Jeffrey
Kimani

Kilebohile
Kobeli

Tshiamo
Lehutso

Chelsea-Rose
Mackenzie

William
Lunga

Bohlale
Masheane

Olerato
Modipa

Kgosietsile
Mosinki

Thembelihle
Moyo

Mapalo
Mwale

John
Nhandara

Khahliso
Ntoi

Monica
Nyamtondo

Moise
Byiringiro

Boipelo
Dladla

Sibusiso
Dlamini

Zinhle
Geluk

Lynette
Kadenyi

Thuto
Koenane

Thendo
Liphosa

Marie-Louise
Lwamba

Reabetsoe
Machepha

Olebogwe
Matlala

NOT PICTURED:
Muriel Mikandji

GRADE
7B

Thenjiwe
Thaba

Asante
Zwane

Ulemu
Kadzuwa

Theresa
Kante

Joseph
Kazembe

Boitumelo
Khoanyane
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Tadiwa
Mavedzenge

Kananelo
Mckone

Kabelo
Molamu

Junior
Moyo

Nwabisa
Moyo

Sandile
Ndaba

Boikanyo
Rankapole

Ofentse
Ratlhagane

Boitumelo
Selwadi

Sindiswa
Bokopane

Ntoyami
Bopela

GRADE
8B

Lesego
Sepuru

Daluxolo
Sithebe

Thabiso
Sithole

Buhle
Skosana

Ofentse
Somo

Ntokozo
Tshabalala

Zizo
Chuma

Mbongwa
Dineka

Cristiana
Fita

Tashinga
Gumbanjera

Nonhlanhla
Hlengetwa

Madigwe
Kgaphola

Lesego
Kgosane

Clinton
Khumalo

Londiwe
Kunene

Mahlatse
Mabitsela

Tsheko
Magubane

Khulekani
Magudulela

Atlegang
Makou

Nqobile
Mashau

Retshepile
Matsose

Siphesihle
Mazibuko

Musa
Monageng

Thato
Moorosi

Kgomotso
Mpele

Samukele
Ngema

Sandra
Oguntimirin

Ziyaad
Primm

Reabetsoe
Selelo

Tanaka
Semeon

Sibusiso
Simamane

Nomfundo
Sive

Lindokuhle
Thusi

Christelle
Badibang

Kabelo
Damari

Nkosazana
Dlamini

Bongiwe
Dube

Cindy
Dzobo

Botshelo
Ezeife

Emmanuel
Getahune

GRADE
8L

Boikarabelo
Tladi
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Nokukhanya
Gxoyiya

Dioscor
lrahari

Atlehang
Jorha

Longin
Kakera

Rashidi
Kasongo

Pheladi
Kekane

Morwakoma
Maditsi

Kelly
Magerman

Luyanda
Majola

Karabo
Malatjie

Tamiqua
Martin

Phumlani
Mathonsi

Keamohetswe
Mchale

Maphutha
Mothapo

Ndivhuwo
Nemugumoni

Ntokozo
Nkosi

Gift
Nyama

Siyabonga
Sechebe

Mbulelo
Bongobi

Savannah
Campbell

Rumbidzai
Chirume

Aaron
Daka

Sebenele
Dlamini

Ayanda
Gqamana

Phumeza
Hlongwane

GRADE
8M

Sandile
Tilibe

Sara
Kalonda

Banele
Kumalo

Boitumelo
Lamola

Luyanda
Madida

Leruo
Makhetha

Bontle
Malebo

Khayalethu
Mashele

Bukiwe
Masilela

Teboho
Mdluli

Thato
Mnikati

Tshepiso
Motloung

Lesego
Mpye

Lungelo
Ndawo

Charity
Ngwenya

Akani
NoveIa

Peterson
Radasi

Mbalenhle
Radebe

Bongisiwe
Sibanda

Neo
Dinku

Hafnio
Duarte

Sarah
Kazembe

Refilwe
Lekwape

Sabelwe
Mabuya

GRADE
8T

Funda
Sithole

Kefuoe
Thokoane

Dolophina
Vilankulu
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Thato
Maja

Siphosethu
Malindzisa

Davis
Massala

Khwezi
Masuku

Drew
McKop

Ramodise
Modise

Tefo
Mosia

Ramaeba
Mothusi

Papa
Mthembu

Corlender
Munyawiri

Ndumezulu
Ngwenya

Buqaqawuli
Nobakada

Katlego
Ramatshogane

Keratile
Rammuki

Ofentse
Sekgobela

Lusanda
Simelane

Thandolwethu
Thwala

Masego
Tlhabanyane

Likele
Bazeba

Siphesihle
Cebekhulu

Zinhle
Dlamini

Mpho
Manalo

Thembisile
Manyika

Tshegofatso
Matseba

Katlego
Monotoe

Khanya-Khaya
Moyo

Keletso
Nakedi

Zisuxolo
Mhlayivana

Trevlin
olckers

Katlego
Monotoe

NOT PICTURED:
Chimuka Chuulu,
Anderson
da Silva,
Lwando Hurley,
James Kalala

GRADE
9E

Simphiwe
Tshabalala

Dimpho
Mboyi

Zisuxolo
Mhlayivana

Kedibone
Mokgobu

GRADE
9M

Alyssa
Portgieter

Kebelo
Remela

Noluthando
Nhlapo

Trevlin
Olckers

Ntokozo
Phillips

Alyssa
Potgieter

Kabelo
Ramela

Chopamba
Kudzanai

Fezile
Dhladhla

Thabang
Khambule

Nonhlanhla
Maclare

Thabang
Marumo

Nokulunga
Mashaba

Ntombenhle
Mavimbela
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Gislaine
Batubenge

Ntokozo
Memela

Thato
Mosea

GRADE
9R

Refilwe
Mthelezulu

Siyabonga
Ndaba

Hlulani
Nkhwashu

Ana
Pedro

Khumo
Peete

Earl
Ratema

Refilwe
Sithole

Kulani
Tsitsi

Duduzile
Buthelezi

Joaquim
Dias

Tamry
Esiri

Jason
Kekana

Ofentse
Makhubela

Tshegofatso
Mantsho

Jabulile
Mathenga

Neo
Mayeza

Keitumetse
Mbilini

Masana
Modipa

Nthabiseng
Modukanele

Keoagile
Moledi

Morufe
Motsoaledi

Ayanda
Moyo

Pertunia
Nemaname

Thabo
Mthembu

Mihlali
Ngayi

Mandisa
Ngubane

Elizandra
Januario

Lance
Latola

Michel
Mahlangu

Nkululeko
Mtshemla

Trixie
Nkomo

Luvuyo-Unathi
Nyamathe

GRADE
9S

Bongiwe
Nkosi

lmani
Nyezi

Ntokozo
Phindela

Nomfundo
Zulu

Kananelo
Mathinya

Nomthandazo
Mazibuko

Kamohelo
Mlambo

Khuselwa
Mncube

Nkosinathi
Mosebi

Layla
Motaung

GRADE
10C

Tshepo
Nyanda

Cheraldine
Peters

Boitumelo
Rasehlo

Keketso
Serero

Amanda
Shezi

Ntokozo
Tjale

Sipho
Twala

Masego
Bantsi
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Musaru
Chirwa

Nadine
Draper

Fatima
Kaba

Josue
Kaluseviko

Boitumelo
Kokoropo

Witness
Malinga

Sphiwe
Mkhonza

Buti
Mofokeng

Kgomotso
Monyemoratho

Nobuhle
Hlomuka

Bungcwethi
Hlongwane

Cynthia
Januario

Manelisa
Mbatha

Cassandra
Modise

Sithembiso
Mokuwa

GRADE
10M

Edith
Msimango

Refiloe
Muleya

Malehlohonolo
Ntsooa

Ntokozo
Rabolele

Zanele
Simango

Kamohelo
Leboa

Aimedo
Lokota

Jesse
Macie

Limpho
Mahlaba

Khanyisile
Malope

Melisa
Mathobela

NOT PICTURED:
Rodney Moses

GRADE
10R

Kgaugelo
Motsumi

Khethiwe
Ndaba

Boipelo
Nonyane

Ontlametse
Phalatse

Atlegang
Ramakgapola

Nomakhosi
Sindane

Neo
Tisane

Lakhe
Grantham

Katlego
Khoza

Somila
Kima

Ntanganedzeni
Madzivhandila

Hlengiwe
Mahlambi

Koketso
Marule

Kelebogile
Matsheka
NOT PICTURED:
Musa Buthelezi
Princess Moyo
Jessica Amoda

Santa
Pinheiro
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Isaac
Sayi

Mbongiseni
Sibanda

Ntokozo
Tshabalala

Danzel
Tshuma

Tshepiso
Moliki

Lesego
Motsoane

GRADE
10S

Nicolle
Charuma

Thandeka
Kheswa

Palesa
Legodi

Karabo
Magomola

Bohlale
Malibe

Lethaukuthula
Maseko

Botle
Mathoka
NOT PICTURED:
Nkosi Caleb,
Boipelo
Montoedi

Tavonga
Mavedzenge

Mitchell
Mpofu

Itumeleng
Phetoe

Bongiwe
Buthelezi

Thabo
Dube

GRADE
11K

Reamogetswe
Poo

Entle
Saba

Tshegofatso
Sepuru

Mpumelelo
Xulu

Nomsa
Zikalala

Racheal
Kazembe

Katlego
Khumalo

Zaziwe
Konyana

Zama
Madonsela

Nonjabulo
Makhaya

Thembisile
Malawana

Gugu
Mamabolo

Bongumusa
Mbatha

Prince
Mofokeng

Sebabatso
Mokhele

Theo
Motsweneng

Ntuthuko
Mpaku

Palesa
Mseleku

Michael-Junior
Ngobeni

Karabo
Ntuane

Mpho
Seabi

Thato
Sebogodi

Buhle
Siswana

King
Aladeoba

Goitseone
Chomane

Karabo
Dube

Joseph
Gasura

Ntsebeng
Khaka

Christopher
Kubheka

Mnikazi
Mampuru

Thato
Matlatse

Kgatlego
Merafe

Katleho
Mokoatle

Oarabile
Molebatsi

Vuyo
Mpaku

GRADE
11M

Gerald
Sono

Ntombezinhle
Thwala

Reabetsoe
Leboele

Nicole
Magerman

Wendy
Makhubele
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GRADE
11N

Michelle
Nagel

Lwazi
Ntshalintshali

Macaela
Oor

Katlego
Sebona

Katleho
Selwadi

Mbali
Skosana

Lungile
Tshabalala

Tyron
Dean

Mbali
Gumede

Naledi
Lebogo

Mbali
Mahlangu

Mampe
Malatji

Reitumetse
Mazibuko

Mpinane
Mchale

Kamohelo
Moleko

Mahlako
Mothapo

Monkwe
Mpye

Sibongile
Ndlovu

ltumeleng
Nxumalo

Dimpho
Rakoma

Kemoratile
Setshogwe

Fanelesibonge
Sibiya

Chene
Stevens

Tseleng
Tshabalala

Sandile
Zwane

Mokhachane
Baholo

Hepifinio
Duarte

Rachel
lrusa

Kamohelo
Kekana

Khulile
Khanyile

Mbalenhle
Mabuya

Lindokuhle
Majija

Kamogelo
Makhene

Sizwe
Mntambo

Naledi
Mokhele

Lwandile
Moyo

Smanga
Mthethwa

Kuhlekwethu
Ngwenya

Moabi
Phiri

Tracey-Anne
Ramasike

Vuyiswa
Sisulu

Geoffrey
Chimalizeni

Reginah
Daniel

Andile
DiadIa

Zanele
Dube

Baanetse
Madiba

Luis
Antonio

GRADE
11W

Nobuhle
Mazibuko

GRADE
12K

Albert
Soko
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Nokuthula
Thabethe
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Alicia
Zulu

Khanya
Majozi

Katleho
Matlatse

Ayanda
Africa

Siyabonga
Matsoetlane

Lesedi
Mofolo

Lingda
Ngele

Ponatshego
Madilonga

Thabile
Msibi

Thobeka
Ngcongo

GRADE
12N

Lesego
Mosikare

Sanele
Ngwenya

Njabulo
Nkhasi

Nomakwezi
Nomvete

Jessie
Ruben

Andile
Thusi

Seipati
Sehlapelo

Bridget
Awa

Thapelo
Chibwe

Nzeng
Dieulv

Lindokuhle
Diamini

Ruth
Kazembe

Tebogo
Maake

Nosipho
Mageza

Tshepo
Mashigo

Emily
Mkwayi

Kamogelo
Mosadi

Phemelo
Motlhabani

Mamisola
Mpholo

Nokuthoba
Ndebele

Lindokuhle
Ngubeni

Charlie
Nkuna

Michelle
Pires

Mogagabise
Ramasodi

Katleho
Thamae

Dino
Malajika

Tanya De
Gouveia

Ntsako
Hiebela

Nomahlubi
Madikiza

Kefilwe
Mkonza

Sechaba
Moeti

Keamogetseboikarabelo
Mogase

Thusile
Motloung

Valerio
Antonio

GRADE
12R

NOT PICTURED:
Clarencia
Guduza

Rebecca
Mwale

Bandile
Nhlapo

Tsaone
Tsipane

Evans
Nkomo

Ntando
Nkosi

Majoang
Peter

Teboho
Sekoli

Thandiwe
Sithole
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GRADE
12V

Ayanda
Africa

Sindile
Dube

Molemo
Huma

Immaculate
Lembede

Oratile
Magogodi

Jonatao
Maninguane

Ayabulela
Mkaza

Nompumelelo
Mokhabela

Neo
Mphelane

Andre
Msimango

Gugu
Ngubeni

Thabo
Nkwana

Thabiso
Nodangala

Thabile
Ntshingila

Kamogelo
Sebopedi

Nonhlanhla
Seroke

Divine-Christine
Ssebunnya

Sabelo
Thusi

Monwabisi
Tshayinca
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